
Category NOLA Series Title Episode Title Length Airdate Service Format CountOfFormat Segment Length Description
Abortion MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:26 In our news wrap Thursday, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer insisted he had not threatened two Supreme Court justices on Wednesday, but he did voice regret. Schumer said he “shouldn’t have used the words” he had chosen when talking about the Court and abortion rights. Also, Sec. of State Mike Pompeo pressed the Taliban to call off attacks on Afghan forces so a peace process could move forward.
Agriculture FODL  000101 Food - Delicious Science Food on the Brain 60 minutes 03/04/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to discover how the chemistry in our food affects our brains and creates our deepest cravings. This is delicious science.
Agriculture FODL  000103 Food - Delicious Science We Are What We Eat 60 minutes 03/18/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to reveal how the hidden chemistry in every mouthful of food keeps our bodies fit and healthy. This is science at its most delicious.
Agriculture PNWE  001271 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/07/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:56 Each year, produce like corn and soybeans are grown on millions of acres of Iowa farmland. While the bulk of the farming is conducted by men, roughly half of the state's farmland is owned, or co-owned, by women. Mark Bittman recently spoke with farm owner Jean Eells about the role women are playing in sustainable agriculture as part of our “Future of Food” series with Pulitzer Center support.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction INLE  001810 Independent Lens The Bad Kids 90 minutes 03/02/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:30:00 Located in an impoverished Mojave Desert community, Black Rock Continuation High School is an alternative school for students at risk of dropping out; Black Rock is their last chance. Extraordinary educators believe that empathy and life skills, more than academics, give these underserved students command of their own futures.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
American History/Biography AMEX  001005 Influenza 1918: American Experience NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 In the spring of 1918, as the nation mobilized for war, Private Albert Gitchell reported to an Army hospital in Kansas. He was diagnosed with the flu, a disease doctors knew little about. Before the year was out, America would be ravaged by a flu epidemic that killed 675,000 -- more than those killed in all the wars of this century combined -- before disappearing as mysteriously as it began. "The American Experience" examines the social ramifications of the disease and how it affected those who lived through it.
American History/Biography AMEX  002102 Polio Crusade: American Experience; TheNULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 AMERICAN EXPERIENCE presents "The Polio Crusade," a one-hour documentary from filmmaker Sarah Colt ("Geronimo," "RFK") that interweaves the personal accounts of polio survivors with the story of an ardent crusader who tirelessly fought on their behalf while scientists raced to eradicate this dreaded disease. Based in part on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book, "Polio: An American Story" by David Oshinsky, "The Polio Crusade" features interviews with historians, scientists, polio survivors, and the only surviving scientist from the core research team that developed the Salk vaccine, Julius Youngner.
American History/Biography EREI  000000 Enemy of the Reich: The Noor Inayat Khan StoryNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 09:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In August of 1943, the last surviving clandestine radio operator in Paris desperately signaled London for additional weapons and explosives for the French underground. She knew her time was limited. Within a month, she too would be taken. This is the story of a woman’s extraordinary courage, tested in the crucible of Nazi-occupied Paris. With an American mother and Indian Sufi father, Noor Inayat Khan was an unusual British agent; her life spent growing up in a Sufi spiritual center in Paris seemed an unlikely preparation for the dangerous work to come. Yet it was in this place of universal peace and contemplation that her remarkable courage was forged.
American History/Biography FIYO  000403 Finding Your Roots Puritans and Pioneers 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and William H. Macy trace their nonconformist ancestors through American conflicts � the Civil War and the American Revolution, all the way back to the Puritan establishment.
American History/Biography FIYO  000405 Finding Your Roots Immigrant Nation 60 minutes 03/24/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Scarlett Johansson, Paul Rudd and John Turturro, all with immigrant parents, gain greater understanding of the unique challenges their ancestors faced by way of prejudice and poverty at home and abroad.
American History/Biography FIYO  000406 Finding Your Roots Black Like Me 60 minutes 03/31/20 11:00:00 AM PBS 0 00:00:00 Bryant Gumbel, Tonya Lewis-Lee and Suzanne Malveaux discover a tapestry of the unexpected in their ancestry, revealing slaves and free people of color, Civil War legacies and forgotten European origins.
American History/Biography FIYO  000610 Finding Your Roots Criminal Kind 60 minutes 03/02/20 05:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of actor Laura Linney and journalists Lisa Ling and Soledad O'Brien, telling them stories of tricksters, scoundrels and outright criminals, who nevertheless laid the groundwork for their success.
American History/Biography INLE  002111 Independent Lens Always in Season 90 minutes 03/01/20 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 ALWAYS IN SEASON explores the lingering impact of more than a century of lynching African Americans and connects this form of historic racial terrorism to racial violence today. The film centers on the case of Lennon Lacy, an African American teen who was found hanging from a swing set in Bladenboro, North Carolina, on August 29, 2014. Despite inconsistencies in the case, local officials quickly ruled Lennon's death a suicide, but his mother, Claudia, believes Lennon was lynched. Claudia moves from paralyzing grief to leading the fight for justice for her son.    As the film unfolds, Lennon's case, and the suspicions surrounding it, intersect with stories of other communities seeking justice and reconciliation. A few hundred miles away in Monroe, Georgia, a diverse group of reenactors, including the adult daughter of a former Ku Klux Klan leader, annually dramatize a 1946 quadruple lynching to ensure the victims are never forgotten and encourage the community to come forward with information that might bring the perpetrators to justice. As the terrorism of the past bleeds into the present, the film asks: what will it take for Americans to begin building a national movement for racial justice and reconciliation?
American History/Biography MORL  000102 More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas Ginsburg; AA Constitution for All 60 minutes 03/25/20 04:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 Delve into the Bill of Rights, which protects free speech, religious freedom and the rights of persons accused of a crime, and discover the Supreme Court decisions that set back racial justice for nearly a century after the Civil War.
American History/Biography NAAT  003407 Nature Yosemite 60 minutes 03/18/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 01:00:00 Yosemite is a land forged in wildfire and sculpted by water, but with climate change, water is scarcer and fire more common. Join scientists and adventurers to investigate how these global changes are affecting one of America’s greatest wildernesses.
American History/Biography PNWE  001271 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/07/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:54 Fifty-five years ago today, hundreds of civil rights marchers were attacked by state troopers in Selma, Alabama. The violent assault came to be known as "Bloody Sunday," and set in motion the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Peniel Joseph, of the University of Texas at Austin, joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss lessons from Bloody Sunday and how some voting rights have been whittled away.
American History/Biography ROSV  000101 Roosevelts: An Intimate History; The Get Action 120 minutes 03/26/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 02:00:00 A frail, asthmatic young Theodore Roosevelt transforms himself into a vigorous champion of the strenuous life, loses one great love and finds another, leads men into battle and then rises like a rocket to become the youngest president in American history at 42. Meanwhile, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, brought up as the pampered only child of adoring parents, follows his older cousin’s career with worshipful fascination and begins to think he might one day follow in his footsteps.
American History/Biography SEDE  001401 Secrets of the Dead Ben Franklin's Bones 60 minutes 03/31/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 When skeletal remains of at least 10 people, including several infants, turned up in the basement of Benjamin Franklin’s British residence, people wondered if the Founding Father might have had a much darker side, as the bones had been meticulously cut and drilled. Franklin was aware of the bodies in his basement, but they weren’t the victims of violent acts. Rather, they were used for the purposes of an illegal anatomy school that helped shaped modern medicine.
Arts APOC  002189 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 George Osborne, former UK Chancellor of the Exchequer, explains the state of affairs in London amidst the coronavirus pandemic. Dr. David Ho tells Walter Isaacson about his work to develop a treatment for the virus. Richard Ratcliffe discusses his wife’s temporary release from an Iranian prison. Actor Brian Cox discusses the impact of the pandemic on theatre and the arts.
Arts APOC  002195 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Denmark’s Finance Minister joins Christiane to explain what his government is doing to mitigate the current economic crisis. World-renowned Shakespeare expert James Shapiro discusses what we can learn from the playwright in these challenging and uncertain times. Former senators Christopher Dodd and Chuck Hagel tell Michel Martin why they signed an open letter condemning partisanship in the U.S.
Arts FLRT  000103 Food Flirts; The Cape Cod Road-Trip 30 minutes 03/03/20 01:30:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Follow the Brass sisters as they "flirt" their way into several Cape Cod kitchens and discover a melting pot of sweets and treats, from American to Greek to South African and more!
Arts MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:14 Shane Bauer, author of our February pick for the NewsHour-New York Times book club, Now Read This, joins Amna Nawaz to answer reader questions on “American Prison,” and Amna announces the March book selection.
Arts MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:41 Amid the McCarthy hearings and the launch of the civil rights movement in the 1950s, painter Jacob Lawrence, the most famous black artist of his era, sought to reframe early American history the way he saw it. His ensuing work, the sprawling series “Struggle,” has been reassembled for a national tour, stopping first at Massachusetts' Peabody Essex Museum. Special correspondent Jared Bowen reports.
Arts MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:51 The documentary "Once Were Brothers" chronicles the highs and lows of a famous rock group. Lead guitarist and songwriter Robbie Robertson began touring as a teenager and played for Bob Dylan before joining forces with four other musicians to become The Band. Jeffrey Brown reports.
Arts MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:04 At age 85, Lucile Day of Greenville, Florida, tends her own garden, located on land her grandparents cultivated before her. She still wields a chainsaw and gets “plenty of exercise” from her outdoor activities. Day believes strongly in a dedicated work ethic, appreciating what one has and prioritizing community. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on the joy of living.
Arts MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:17 With much of the world retreating under threat of the novel coronavirus, art serves as a salve in this time of need. As Jeffrey Brown found, art pops up in unexpected places and spreads online, bringing people together even as they are keeping themselves apart.
Arts MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:03 Yo-Yo Ma, one of the world’s most renowned and beloved musicians, is trying to provide comfort in this time of crisis. Ma has been posting videos of himself performing short pieces and encouraging other musicians -- of all levels -- around the world to join him in offering “Songs of Comfort.” Ma joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss the project and play Dvorak.
Arts MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:34 As Americans stay home to try to reduce the spread of the novel coronavirus, we wanted to provide suggestions for how to fill that time. Author Ann Patchett joins Jeffrey Brown to offer book recommendations for this strange time, including "War and Peace," "Here for It" and "The Night Watchman."
Arts MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:32 Last week, the NewsHour joined master cellist Yo-Yo Ma in asking the public to join the #SongsofComfort effort and contribute music both old and new. Chief arts correspondent Jeffrey Brown shares some of what we have received here -- moments of respite and zen in the age of coronavirus. You can post your own offering on social media platforms using the hashtag #SongsofComfort.
Arts MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:57 South Carolina band Ranky Tanky is on a mission to revive and celebrate Gullah music and culture, which originated among descendants of West African slaves in Georgia, Florida and South Carolina. The group earned a Grammy Award this winter, and Jeffrey Brown went to the Lowcountry for a listen as part of our American Creators series and ongoing coverage of arts and culture, Canvas.
Arts MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:39 In our news wrap Monday, police in the Netherlands are searching for a Vincent van Gogh painting, “The Parsonage Garden at Nuenen in Spring (1884).” Investigators say thieves stole the artwork from the Singer Laren museum east of Amsterdam after breaking in by smashing a glass door. Also, Afghanistan began releasing some 10,000 prisoners; members of the Taliban were not among them.
Arts MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:55 Mexico is a country where violence often dominates headlines. But in recent years, its capital has experienced something of a contemporary arts boom. Mexico City's annual Zona Maco festival has grown to become Latin America's largest art fair -- and a global center of creative culture. Jeffrey Brown reports on how the impact of Mexico's artistic surge can be felt far beyond museums.
Arts MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:58 Our book club pick for March is "Inheritance," a memoir by Dani Shapiro about her reckoning with an ancestry test that revealed a life-changing family secret: The beloved man who had raised her wasn't her biological father.
Arts PNWE  001270 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/01/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:37 You may not know the name Jim Marshall, but you probably know his photographs. His collection of work is a near-complete account of the cultural revolution that took place in the 1960's, from jazz clubs to Woodstock. Now, his long-time assistant, Amelia Davis, is trying to promote his work and alter the way the world thinks about the legendary photographer. Christopher Booker has the story.
Arts PNWE  001275 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/21/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:15 The spread of coronavirus in the U.S. has shut down businesses and schools and forced widespread cancellations, from major sporting events to religious services. But with the help of social media, some artists and musicians are making sure that the show will go on. Christopher Booker spoke to country star Shelby Lynne, musician Mac DeMarco and Partisan Records managing director Zena White.
Business/Industry FODL  000102 Food - Delicious Science A Matter of Taste 60 minutes 03/11/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Travel the world with Michael Mosley and James Wong to learn about the science that makes our food taste delicious and the powerful effect it has on our tongue and nose.
Business/Industry FODL  000103 Food - Delicious Science We Are What We Eat 60 minutes 03/18/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to reveal how the hidden chemistry in every mouthful of food keeps our bodies fit and healthy. This is science at its most delicious.
Business/Industry INLW  000000 Inn at Little Washington: A Delicious Documentary; TheNULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Meet Patrick O’Connell, a self-taught chef whose restaurant, The Inn at Little Washington, is considered one of the greatest dining experiences in America. Follow Chef O’Connell’s pursuit of the ultimate culinary accolade: a third Michelin star.
Business/Industry LAWO  000000 SciGirls Stories: Latinas at Work NULL 30 minutes 03/02/20 10:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 These Latinas are innovators, problem-solvers and science superstars who celebrate their heritage and culture. They're passionate about their work, hobbies, families and helping to make the world a better place. They share their strategies and pathways in jobs where Latinas are under-represented, and motivate girls to pursue all kinds of interests and career paths
Business/Industry MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:27 The Trump administration wants to roll back another federal regulation intended to reduce global warming. Obama-era automobile fuel efficiency rules require U.S. vehicles to increase mileage standards by an average of 5 percent per year from 2021 through 2026. Tuesday’s move would reduce the improvement threshold to 1.5 percent. The Washington Post’s Juliet Eilperin joins John Yang to discuss.
Business/Industry PNWE  001273 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/14/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:59 With businesses shuttering, professional sports leagues suspending their seasons and widespread travel restrictions initiated around the world, the economic fallout from the new coronavirus outbreak may continue for months. Vijay Vaitheeswaran, U.S.business editor for The Economist, joins Hari Sreenivasan for more on the financial impact of the virus.
Child Abuse AMDO  003216 POV The Rescue List 90 minutes 03/23/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In a rehabilitation shelter in Ghana, two children are recovering from enslavement to fishermen. But their story takes an unexpected turn when their rescuer embarks on another mission and asks the children for help.
Child Abuse INLE  001810 Independent Lens The Bad Kids 90 minutes 03/02/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:30:00 Located in an impoverished Mojave Desert community, Black Rock Continuation High School is an alternative school for students at risk of dropping out; Black Rock is their last chance. Extraordinary educators believe that empathy and life skills, more than academics, give these underserved students command of their own futures.
Community Politics, Government MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:53 In our news wrap Wednesday, hopes for Israel to end months of political deadlock have dimmed, as Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu appears to be short of a parliamentary majority. The result could mean a fourth election within a year. Also, both Turkish and Syrian soldiers were killed amid fighting in northwestern Syria. Turkey is trying to stop a Syrian offensive driving refugees to its border.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement FRON  003813 Frontline NRA Under Fire 60 minutes 03/24/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Once an unrivaled political power, the NRA is facing challenges from all sides. How the NRA aligned with President Trump and his base, but is under attack ahead of the 2020 election.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:49 In our news wrap Wednesday, disgraced movie mogul Harvey Weinstein was sentenced to 23 years in prison. The 67-year-old faced a maximum of 29 years after being convicted of raping one woman in 2013 and sexually assaulting another in 2006. Also, the U.S. Supreme Court handed the Trump administration a victory by allowing its "Remain in Mexico" policy for U.S. asylum seekers to continue.



Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:38 In our news wrap Thursday, the Justice Department announced indictments of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and his top allies on charges of narco-terrorism. Attorney General William Barr said they conspired to flood the U.S. with cocaine. Also, Israel’s year-long political deadlock may be ending, as lawmakers elected opposition figure Benny Gantz to be the new speaker of parliament.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:16 Mixing art with criminal justice has become increasingly common in the U.S. The work often tackles complex subjects of redemption and reform. Jeffrey Brown recently traveled to Philadelphia for a look at a new program bringing art to an unexpected part of the justice system: the office of the city’s top prosecutor.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:39 In our news wrap Monday, police in the Netherlands are searching for a Vincent van Gogh painting, “The Parsonage Garden at Nuenen in Spring (1884).” Investigators say thieves stole the artwork from the Singer Laren museum east of Amsterdam after breaking in by smashing a glass door. Also, Afghanistan began releasing some 10,000 prisoners; members of the Taliban were not among them.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PNWE  001272 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/08/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:08:44 For decades, Louisiana incarcerated more people per-capita than anywhere else on Earth, and more than half of the state's inmates are now held in sheriff-run jails. But a major overhaul to Louisiana's criminal justice system is shifting the focus to rehabilitation. Joanne Elgart Jennings has our story, reported in conjunction with Bryn Stole at the New Orleans Advocate and PBS's Independent Lens.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PNWE  001278 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/29/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:31 With more than 2 million prisoners held in thousands of detention centers across the U.S., advocates for the incarcerated have been sounding the alarm about the dangers posed to this vulnerable population during the current pandemic. Ivette Feliciano spoke with lawyers, activists and families with loved ones in prison, who say detention centers are the perfect breeding ground for the outbreak.
Culture AMLI  000000 Anne Morrow Lindbergh: You'll Have the SkyNULL 30 minutes 03/02/20 08:30:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 "You'll Have the Sky: The Life and Work of Anne Morrow Lindbergh" brings one of the 20th century's best-loved writers out from the shadow of her often controversial husband, the pioneering aviator Charles Lindbergh. The film uses Anne's own words to help convey her inner life, which was deeply affected by the challenges of being part of America's most famous couple.  Narrated by Judith Light, with selections from Anne's writing read by Lily Rabe, including excerpts from "Gift from the Sea." Interviews include A. Scott Berg, the Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer of "Lindbergh," and Reeve Lindbergh, daughter of Charles and Anne and author of "Under a Wing: A Memoir." The program include rare television interviews with Anne from the early 1980s, and footage shot on the islands of Captiva in Florida, and North Haven in Maine, as well as on location at Long Barn in England. Long Barn was the estate where the Lindberghs escaped after the sensational trial for the kidnapping and murder of their first born child. "You'll Have the Sky" is an evocative portrait of a woman whose work continues to speak to readers today, and whose life is a key to understanding the changing worlds of aviation, women, and celebrity in the 20th century.
Culture ESAW  000101 Earth's Sacred Wonders House of the Divine 60 minutes 03/25/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Across every continent on Earth, religious belief has driven people to extraordinary acts of creativity. It still does. The scale, intricacy, ingenuity and total dedication they embody makes them amongst the most breathtaking places on the planet. Some are awe-inspiring buildings, some are inspired by their natural surroundings and some are the focus for spectacular ceremonies. This series examines the most phenomenal sacred wonders on the planet, each told through engaging characters facing compelling challenges.
Culture FIYO  000403 Finding Your Roots Puritans and Pioneers 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and William H. Macy trace their nonconformist ancestors through American conflicts � the Civil War and the American Revolution, all the way back to the Puritan establishment.
Culture FIYO  000404 Finding Your Roots The Vanguard 60 minutes 03/24/20 07:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Author Ta-Nehisi Coates, filmmaker Ava DuVernay, and author and activist Janet Mock see their basic assumptions about their families challenged, placing their ancestors ? of all colors ? into the greater context of black history.
Culture FIYO  000405 Finding Your Roots Immigrant Nation 60 minutes 03/24/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Scarlett Johansson, Paul Rudd and John Turturro, all with immigrant parents, gain greater understanding of the unique challenges their ancestors faced by way of prejudice and poverty at home and abroad.
Culture FIYO  000406 Finding Your Roots Black Like Me 60 minutes 03/31/20 11:00:00 AM PBS 0 00:00:00 Bryant Gumbel, Tonya Lewis-Lee and Suzanne Malveaux discover a tapestry of the unexpected in their ancestry, revealing slaves and free people of color, Civil War legacies and forgotten European origins.
Culture FLRT  000101 Food Flirts; The Burger Meets Dosa 30 minutes 03/03/20 12:30:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow the Brass sisters as they tackle their burger bucket list, then "flirt" their way into an Indian kitchen to uncover the mystique of Indian dosa. After some careful experimentation in their home kitchen, they serve up a  cheeseburger dosa.
Culture FLRT  000102 Food Flirts; The Pastrami Meets Ramen 30 minutes 03/03/20 01:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join the sisters as they learn how artisan pastrami is crafted, take a ramen noodle and broth-making lesson, teach viewers about the Jewish comfort food noodle kugel and then give birth to the pastrami ramen noodle kugel.
Culture FLRT  000103 Food Flirts; The Cape Cod Road-Trip 30 minutes 03/03/20 01:30:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Follow the Brass sisters as they "flirt" their way into several Cape Cod kitchens and discover a melting pot of sweets and treats, from American to Greek to South African and more!
Culture FLRT  000104 Food Flirts; The Thailand Meets Tres Leches 30 minutes 03/04/20 12:30:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join the Brass sisters as they experience Thai rolled ice cream and take producer Bruce to a tres leches cupcake baking lesson. Back in their kitchen, they make tri-flavored ice cream and a tres leches cake frosted with Thai ice tea whipped cream.
Culture FLRT  000105 Food Flirts; The Pretzel Meets Chocolate 30 minutes 03/04/20 01:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Find out what Bavarian pretzels, stone-ground Mexican chocolate and French brioche have in common. Join the Food Flirts as they discover each and create a spectacular chocolate pretzel brioche bread pudding with raspberry whipped cream.
Culture FLRT  000106 Food Flirts; The What Is a Food Incubator? 30 minutes 03/04/20 01:30:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join the Brass sisters as they discover what a food incubator is, learning about chutney, out-of-the-ordinary cookies and savory rugelach. They then whip up cashew and chutney treats into a "tower" of rugelach with balsamic and fluff drizzle.
Culture FODL  000101 Food - Delicious Science Food on the Brain 60 minutes 03/04/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to discover how the chemistry in our food affects our brains and creates our deepest cravings. This is delicious science.
Culture FODL  000102 Food - Delicious Science A Matter of Taste 60 minutes 03/11/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Travel the world with Michael Mosley and James Wong to learn about the science that makes our food taste delicious and the powerful effect it has on our tongue and nose.
Culture FODL  000103 Food - Delicious Science We Are What We Eat 60 minutes 03/18/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to reveal how the hidden chemistry in every mouthful of food keeps our bodies fit and healthy. This is science at its most delicious.
Culture INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
Culture MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:14 Shane Bauer, author of our February pick for the NewsHour-New York Times book club, Now Read This, joins Amna Nawaz to answer reader questions on “American Prison,” and Amna announces the March book selection.
Culture MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:41 Amid the McCarthy hearings and the launch of the civil rights movement in the 1950s, painter Jacob Lawrence, the most famous black artist of his era, sought to reframe early American history the way he saw it. His ensuing work, the sprawling series “Struggle,” has been reassembled for a national tour, stopping first at Massachusetts' Peabody Essex Museum. Special correspondent Jared Bowen reports.
Culture MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:57 South Carolina band Ranky Tanky is on a mission to revive and celebrate Gullah music and culture, which originated among descendants of West African slaves in Georgia, Florida and South Carolina. The group earned a Grammy Award this winter, and Jeffrey Brown went to the Lowcountry for a listen as part of our American Creators series and ongoing coverage of arts and culture, Canvas.
Culture NOPS  000101 No Passport Required Detroit 60 minutes 03/03/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join chef Marcus Samuelsson to explore the culture and flavor of Detroit's Middle Eastern community. Marcus shares a meal with a Syrian refugee family, eats falafel, learns how to make Iraqi bread, and attends an amazing 700-person Lebanese wedding.
Culture NOPS  000102 No Passport Required New Orleans 60 minutes 03/03/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson discovers how Vietnamese cuisine and culture have influenced the city in delicious ways. From pho to banh mi, he learns how young chefs are taking culinary traditions and translating them for a new, multicultural generation.
Culture NOPS  000103 No Passport Required Chicago 60 minutes 03/03/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson visits the city's longstanding Mexican community -- the second largest in the U.S. -- to learn about its heritage and cuisine. He tastes tacos de cecina and grilled nopales, and learns the secrets of mole sauce from a master.
Culture NOPS  000104 No Passport Required Queens, NYC 60 minutes 03/10/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson goes inside the Indo-Guyanese community to explore its roots and cuisine. Marcus eats Trinidadian roti, visits a cross-cultural bush cook, plays cricket and learns how to make a traditional Guyanese chicken curry.
Culture NOPS  000105 No Passport Required Miami 60 minutes 03/10/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson explores the cuisine, culture and history of the Haitian community. From tropical, tangy soursop ice cream to mamba spread to soupe joumou and deep-fried pate korde, Marcus eats his way through Haiti's culinary classics.
Culture NOPS  000106 No Passport Required D.C. 60 minutes 03/10/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson dines, dances and dishes with the Ethiopian community in the nation's capital. He enjoys staples like kifto and injera, and celebrates the culture through cooking, dance and a traditional coffee ceremony.
Culture NOVA  004409 NOVA Chinese Chariot Revealed 60 minutes 03/11/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 For over a thousand years, chariots thundered across China's battlefields --  dominating warfare far longer than anywhere else on earth. Now a series of amazing archaeological discoveries, including whole chariots buried with their horses, enable a team of experts to discover the genius of China's first super-weapon - investigating design secrets which made them such a long lived war-machine, exploring hands- on how were they used, what set them apart from the rest of the world and how they helped unify China.
Culture NOVA  004415 NOVA Secrets of the Forbidden City 60 minutes 03/04/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Discover the ingenious engineering of Beijing's Forbidden City, the power center of imperial China for nearly 500 years. Discover how the design of this vast complex of palaces and temples enabled it to survive centuries of earthquake shocks.
Culture QGAR  000000 Queen's Garden; The NULL 60 minutes 03/15/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 With permission from Queen Elizabeth, this program covers a year in Buckingham Palace Garden, exploring the history and the natural history of this remarkable hidden royal treasure in the heart of London.
Culture SOBS  000101 Somewhere South American as Hand Pie 60 minutes 03/27/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 See how Vivian's crash course in mass producing hand pies inspires her to revisit the applejacks of her youth. Her journey includes a trip to West Virginia for a taste of pepperoni rolls and a look at the world's most popular hand pie - the empanada.
Economy APOC  002176 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Vaccinology expert Dr. Paul Offit explains the consequences of the coronavirus and why it will be hard to contain. U.N. ambassador Adela Raz explains negotiations between the Afghan government and the Taliban. Deputy Chief of the U.S. Border Patrol Raul Ortiz discusses immigration policy with Walter Isaacson.
Economy APOC  002186 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 New York City health commissioner Oxiris Barbot explains the state of the COVID-19 pandemic in her region. Dr. Sonia Adesara discusses whether the U.K.’s healthcare system is prepared for the crisis. Harvard economics professor Jason Furman discusses the economic fallout caused by the crisis. David Axelrod reacts to last night’s debate between Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders.
Economy APOC  002191 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Christiane Amanpour speaks with doctors, politicians, diplomats and business people about the state and effects of the coronavirus crisis.
Economy MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:05 Restrictions intended to control the global outbreak of novel coronavirus continue to increase. In many countries, schools are closed, travelers face quarantine and business has ground to a halt. William Brangham reports and Judy Woodruff talks to Kristalina Georgieva, managing director of the International Monetary Fund, about how it is attempting to offset the economic implications of the virus.
Economy MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:28 On Friday, President Trump signed a bipartisan, $8 billion emergency spending package to fund the U.S. government response to novel coronavirus. Still, concerns remain over how quickly health officials are able to conduct tests for the illness. Meanwhile, the number of novel coronavirus cases across the globe is approaching 100,000, according to the World Health Organization. Amna Nawaz reports.
Economy MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:49 As COVID-19 spreads to communities nationwide, financial and logistical concerns about its impact are rising. Among the major questions are whether employers will require workers to take unpaid sick leave, and who will pay for potentially significant medical bills. William Brangham talks to Georgetown University’s Sabrina Corlette and Joseph Leitmann-Santa Cruz of Capital Area Asset Builders.
Economy MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:28 The impact of the novel coronavirus in the U.S. is deepening. On Tuesday, new cancellations, closures and quarantines were announced and President Trump and lawmakers huddled about potential measures to soften the crisis’ economic impact -- but the stock market rallied back from Monday’s major losses. Amna Nawaz reports and Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:54 The economic consequences of the novel coronavirus pandemic are growing even more severe. Stocks logged their worst day of trading since the 1987 market crash, cancellations and closures rippled across the globe and the fallout from President Trump’s decision to ban most travel from Europe became evident. Nick Schifrin reports and Charles Schwab’s Liz Ann Sonders joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:26 South Korea’s government is spending nearly $10 billion to fight novel coronavirus, which has infected nearly 8,000 people there. But the effort to contain the illness requires more than just money -- entire communities must come together, sharing information, volunteering at testing centers and limiting consumption of vital medical supplies. Bruce Harrison of Feature Story News reports.
Economy MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:01:50 In our news wrap Friday, Delta Air Lines is reducing flights by 40 percent since the pandemic has triggered a decline in travel demand. The company is halting all flights to continental Europe for the next 30 days. Also, Iraq denounced U.S. strikes on an Iranian-backed militia group blamed for a Wednesday rocket attack that killed three U.S. service members. The U.S. retaliation killed six people.
Economy MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:26 The novel coronavirus pandemic is dominating the country. As confirmed U.S. cases reached 4,300, with 78 deaths, fears of medical and economic disaster drove dramatic consequences Monday. Stocks plummeted, cities implemented curfews and near-lockdowns and President Trump warned the crisis could linger into the summer. William Brangham reports and Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:30 Financial panic rocked world markets Monday. All three major U.S. stock indices were down over 10 percent, despite extraordinary action Sunday by the Federal Reserve to cut a key interest rate to zero. But the painful economic implications of the COVID-19 pandemic extend far beyond Wall Street. John Yang talks to David Wessel of the Brookings Institution about the need for fiscal stimulus.
Economy MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:37 For years, Lebanon’s financial practices have been unsustainable and its economy lagging. The country has one of the highest levels of debt per capita in the world. Now the foundation of Lebanon’s financial house of cards is giving way -- right as the deadly threat of novel coronavirus approaches. Special correspondent Jane Ferguson reports from Beirut on a gathering perfect storm.
Economy MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:05 The Trump administration is pushing for a huge new economic relief package to fight financial damage done by the novel coronavirus. One hundred people have died nationwide out of 5,200 confirmed cases so far. Most Americans seem to be heeding government direction to stay isolated, but health officials urged young people still flocking to bars to change their behavior. William Brangham reports.



Economy MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:34 On Tuesday, Wall Street recouped some of Monday’s record losses, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average regaining 1,000 points in apparent reaction to the prospect of a major economic stimulus package. How would that help Americans reeling from the pandemic? Harvard University economist Jason Furman, who worked for the Obama administration after the financial crisis, discusses with Judy Woodruff.
Economy MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:15 The novel coronavirus pandemic continues to cause economic shockwaves. On Wall Street, stocks plummeted again, with their accumulated decline now erasing nearly all the market gains since President Trump took office. Can the government take any action to reassure investors and consumers? The Brookings Institution’s David Wessel joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the challenges of uncertainty.
Economy MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:50 The coronavirus pandemic is causing immense economic damage. The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits has surged as businesses nationwide close down and are forced to lay off workers. Has the country ever experienced anything like this? Paul Solman talks to Harvard University economist Ken Rogoff, whose book “This Time is Different” examines the history of financial crises.
Economy MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:20 Should the U.S. have been better prepared for the coronavirus pandemic? Experts both inside and outside of the government have sounded the alarm for years about the possibility of a dire public health crisis. One of them was Dr. Kenneth Bernard, an epidemiologist and former special assistant on biosecurity. He joins Nick Schifrin to discuss a lack of "advance planning" and what should happen next.
Economy MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:22 As the global spread of the novel coronavirus accelerates, over a fifth of the world’s population is being asked to stay home. More than 35,000 cases and at least 400 deaths are confirmed in the U.S. Meanwhile, Congress is struggling to come to agreement on a bill to provide economic relief to Americans in the pandemic’s wake. Amna Nawaz reports and Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:18 On Monday evening, the White House held another briefing to update the country on national measures to fight the coronavirus pandemic. Once again, President Trump was flanked by members of the team leading the effort, including Vice President Mike Pence. Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss what Trump said.
Economy MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:39 The economic relief bill the Senate is debating would be among the most expensive pieces of legislation in U.S. history. Senate Majority Whip John Thune, R-S.D., joins Judy Woodruff to discuss which provisions are still being negotiated and why, unlike President Trump, he believes government should prioritize health concerns over economic ones in the national fight against coronavirus.
Economy MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:48 The Senate and the White House continue to deliberate over another coronavirus economic relief bill. Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., joins Judy Woodruff to discuss why he would support the measure's “unprecedented expansion” of unemployment compensation, how to get needed medical resources to American health care workers and the need to expand coronavirus testing before resuming economic normalcy.
Economy MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:40 There are now over 60,000 confirmed cases of novel coronavirus in the United States, with more than 600 deaths. Much of the country is under orders to stay home. Meanwhile, both Democrats and Republicans in Congress are hailing a legislative victory with the largest economic stimulus package in American history. Amna Nawaz reports, and Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:06 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said the House of Representatives will pass a $2 trillion economic stimulus package to support businesses and workers impacted by the coronavirus pandemic “as soon as the Senate passes it.” The upper chamber is expected to take action Wednesday night, with a vote in the House expected as soon as Thursday.
Economy MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:00 President Trump held another news briefing on COVID-19 Wednesday evening, this time announcing his intention to sign the pandemic aid package the Senate drafted in conjunction with his administration. Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss what Trump said about that bill as well as progress on coronavirus testing in the U.S.
Economy MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:27 Wednesday’s huge rise in unemployment claims dwarfs all historical records in the U.S. Although nearly 3.3 million filed, many economists say the number still doesn’t reflect the full scope of people who have been laid off or furloughed or are losing their businesses. We asked Americans to share their stories of the struggles they are facing right now. Here is a sampling of what we heard.
Economy MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:22 Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers has deep experience in economic policy. On Wednesday, he was among a bipartisan group of economic experts urging U.S. officials to prioritize resolving the pandemic’s medical emergency before trying to rectify its economic fallout. Summers joins Judy Woodruff to discuss direct payments to Americans, funding hospitals and the need for consistent strategy.
Economy MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:48 President Trump’s Coronavirus Task Force held another news briefing on Thursday evening, at which Trump reiterated his desire to sign the Senate’s new pandemic economic aid package into law. But Trump continues to differ from state governments and health officials regarding a timeline for relaxing physical distancing. Yamiche Alcindor was there, and she joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:26 The House of Representatives returned to D.C. Friday to approve the largest economic relief package in U.S. history. Bipartisan agreement over the bill reflected lawmakers’ recognition of urgent need amid the coronavirus pandemic. Meanwhile, governors continued to plead for more health care resources. John Yang reports and Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:30 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Ruth Marcus join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including whether Americans are ready for the mounting coronavirus crisis, why the U.S. government wasn’t better prepared for the pandemic, the significance of the $2.2 trillion economic relief package and the status of the 2020 Democratic presidential primary.
Economy MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:07 With unemployment soaring, the COVID-19 outbreak is taking a staggering toll on workers. Food banks are ramping up their services to meet the rising demand, even as donations, volunteers and supplies are limited. Meanwhile, organizations worry about keeping their own workers safe from the virus. Stephanie Sy reports as part of our Chasing the Dream series on poverty and opportunity in America.
Economy PNWE  001272 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/08/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:48 This week, the United States Census Department rolls out their 2020 census nationwide, aiming to count everyone living in the country and the U.S. territories. The findings will determine how federal dollars are distributed. Hansi Lo Wang, a national correspondent for NPR, has been reporting on the 2020 census and joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss what to expect.
Economy PNWE  001273 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/14/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:59 With businesses shuttering, professional sports leagues suspending their seasons and widespread travel restrictions initiated around the world, the economic fallout from the new coronavirus outbreak may continue for months. Vijay Vaitheeswaran, U.S.business editor for The Economist, joins Hari Sreenivasan for more on the financial impact of the virus.
Economy PNWE  001277 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/28/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:13:00 The federal stimulus package that will provide relief checks to some families impacted by the pandemic, has reignited the idea of universal basic income. One testing ground for UBI is in Stockton, California, where a pilot program is underway. Hari Sreenivasan spoke with Stockton's mayor, the program's director and several researchers studying UBI as part of our series, "Chasing the Dream."
Economy WWIR  005940 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/27/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:24:54 Earlier today, the House approved a $2 trillion economic stimulus package. That vote comes as the economy is shuddering due to COVID-19. The panel discussed how the White House and governors across the nation are responding to the virus.
Education INLE  001810 Independent Lens The Bad Kids 90 minutes 03/02/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:30:00 Located in an impoverished Mojave Desert community, Black Rock Continuation High School is an alternative school for students at risk of dropping out; Black Rock is their last chance. Extraordinary educators believe that empathy and life skills, more than academics, give these underserved students command of their own futures.
Education MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 A growing number of U.S. schools, including several colleges and universities, are shutting their doors to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Although only a small fraction of public elementary and high schools have closed, more than 430,000 students are affected already. John Yang talks to Michelle Reid, superintendent of Washington state’s Northshore School District, about the decision to close.
Education MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:05 As the U.S. novel coronavirus outbreak worsens, colleges and universities around the country are asking students to stay off campus -- and essentially shutting down. Though some classes are migrating online, the closures may still represent a hardship for students who rely on school for housing, meals and other services. Amna Nawaz talks to James Ryan, president of the University of Virginia.
Education MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:07 More than 55 million American students are staying home amid the coronavirus pandemic. The impacts are huge — affecting students, parents and teachers. Learning is happening with a host of new challenges. Kate Gardoqui of the Great Schools Partnership joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Education PNWE  001271 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/07/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:01:53 Rosalind P. Walter, one of the most generous supporters of PBS programming, died this week at age 95. Her name has been on the credits of shows like American Masters, Great Performances, Ken and Ric Burns’ films and dozens of other programs including NewsHour and NewsHour Weekend. She also was a WNET trustee for decades and became its most generous individual donor. Hari Sreenivasan has more.
Education PUSC  000000 Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in SchoolsNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 At alarming rates, girls of color experience discriminatory, punitive and unfair treatment in schools. Take a deep dive into the practices, cultural beliefs and policies that disrupt one of the most important factors in girls' lives: education.
Education RULE  000000 Rule; The NULL 90 minutes 03/03/20 04:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 This documentary tells a rare story of success. In Newark, New Jersey, where the average high school graduation rate is abysmal, St. Benedict’s Prep is the exception — with a near 100 percent college acceptance rate. Filmmakers Marylou and Jerome Bongiorno profile the school and the Benedictine monks of Newark Abbey to see how they achieve success among a vulnerable population of inner-city African-American and Latino teenage boys.
Employment MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:52 In our news wrap Friday, the latest jobs report showed the strongest pace of hiring since 2016. The Labor Department said employers added a net 273,000 jobs in February, and the unemployment rate matched a 50-year low of 3.5 percent. Also, Democrats on the House Transportation Committee accused aviation giant Boeing of a “culture of concealment” they said contributed to two deadly jet crashes.
Energy FODL  000103 Food - Delicious Science We Are What We Eat 60 minutes 03/18/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to reveal how the hidden chemistry in every mouthful of food keeps our bodies fit and healthy. This is science at its most delicious.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters APOC  002177 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 In this climate special, former Unilever CEO Paul Polman joins Christiane to discuss the responsibility of businesses to protect the planet. Plus, environmentalist Bill McKibben assesses the urgency of the climate crisis and Walter Isaacson interviews Robert Bullard, the father of environmental justice.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters APOC  002181 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Austan Goolsbee explains how coronavirus is affecting the global economy. World Health Organization expert Dr. Bruce Aylward provides more information on the outbreak. Christiana Figueres, the architect of the 2015 Paris Agreement, sits down with Sheelah Kolhatkar to discuss long term solutions to the climate crisis.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters FRON  003814 Frontline Plastic Wars 60 minutes 03/31/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Did the plastic industry use recycling to sell more plastic? With the industry expanding like never before and the crisis of ocean pollution growing, FRONTLINE and NPR investigate the fight over the future of plastics.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:09 John Bates is a naturalist who sees his professional purpose as enabling people to develop environmental literacy. Since 2003, Bates has been particularly interested in old-growth forests, made up of trees that are hundreds of years old at minimum. Bates shares his Brief But Spectacular take on helping others “fall more deeply in love with the world” and connecting time through old-growth forests.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:27 The Trump administration wants to roll back another federal regulation intended to reduce global warming. Obama-era automobile fuel efficiency rules require U.S. vehicles to increase mileage standards by an average of 5 percent per year from 2021 through 2026. Tuesday’s move would reduce the improvement threshold to 1.5 percent. The Washington Post’s Juliet Eilperin joins John Yang to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters NAAT  003314 Nature India's Wandering Lions 60 minutes 03/11/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Witness the incredible story of Asia’s last wild lions, once on the brink of extinction, but who now live dangerously close to the villagers of India.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters NAAT  003407 Nature Yosemite 60 minutes 03/18/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 01:00:00 Yosemite is a land forged in wildfire and sculpted by water, but with climate change, water is scarcer and fire more common. Join scientists and adventurers to investigate how these global changes are affecting one of America’s greatest wildernesses.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters NAAT  003507 Nature Arctic Wolf Pack 60 minutes 03/01/20 02:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Discover the white wolf, one of the most hardened predators on the planet, in Ellesmere Island's unforgiving ice and snow. In a fight for survival, these roaming hunters must travel far from the den to feed their cubs, putting them at risk.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters NAAT  003513 Nature The World's Most Wanted Animal 60 minutes 03/25/20 01:30:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join conservationist Maria Diekmann in the crusade to save pangolins, the most trafficked animal in the world. Learn about these little-known yet highly desired scaly mammals whose basic biology remains a mystery, hampering conservation efforts.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters NAAT  003607 Nature Attenborough and the Sea Dragon 60 minutes 03/04/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Sir David Attenborough as he pieces together the remarkable discovery of the Ichthyosaur, a fearsome fish lizard that lived during the age of dinosaurs.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters NOVA  003810 NOVA Japan's Killer Quake 60 minutes 03/18/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 In its worst crisis since World War II, Japan faces disaster on an epic scale: a rising death toll in the tens of thousands, massive destruction of homes and businesses, shortages of water and power, and the specter of nuclear meltdown at three reactors. The facts and figures are astonishing. The March 11th earthquake was the world's fourth largest earthquake since record keeping began in 1900 and the worst ever to shake Japan. The seismic shock wave released over 4,000 times the energy of the largest nuclear test ever conducted; it shifted the earth's axis by six inches and shortened the day by a few millionths of a second. The tsunami slammed Japan's coast with 30 feet-high waves that traveled six miles inland, obliterating entire towns in a matter of minutes. JAPAN'S KILLER QUAKE combines authoritative on-the-spot reporting, personal stories of tragedy and survival, compelling eyewitness videos, explanatory graphics and exclusive helicopter footage for a unique look at the science behind the catastrophe.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PNWE  001270 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/01/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:15 A natural spectacle called "firefall" happens each February in California's Yosemite National Park when light from the setting sun strikes the park's Horsetail Falls, making it look like it's ablaze with fire. But this year the waterfall slowed to a trickle. NewsHour Weekend's Christopher Booker spoke with University of California Berkeley climate scientist Patrick Gonzalez to learn more.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters QGAR  000000 Queen's Garden; The NULL 60 minutes 03/15/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 With permission from Queen Elizabeth, this program covers a year in Buckingham Palace Garden, exploring the history and the natural history of this remarkable hidden royal treasure in the heart of London.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters SPIL  000000 Spillover - Zika, Ebola & Beyond NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Investigate the rise of spillover viruses like Zika, Ebola and Nipah, that can make the leap from animals to humans. Find out how human behaviors spread diseases and what science can do to anticipate and prevent epidemics around the world.
Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters TTCY  002901 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe NULL 30 minutes 03/06/20 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:47 Our Women Thought Leaders Series continues with an interview with one of the leading voices in the animal rights movement, Ingrid Newkirk.
Family/Marriage APOC  002197 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Christiane speaks with former Deputy Secretary of State William J. Burns, who says this pandemic be an opportunity to restore democratic leadership. She also speaks with a sociologist and the host of “Couples Therapy” about the consequences a quarantine has on those affected by domestic violence. Michel Martin speaks with Republican strategist Stuart Stevens about his denouncement of the Party.
Family/Marriage FIYO  000403 Finding Your Roots Puritans and Pioneers 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and William H. Macy trace their nonconformist ancestors through American conflicts � the Civil War and the American Revolution, all the way back to the Puritan establishment.
Family/Marriage FIYO  000404 Finding Your Roots The Vanguard 60 minutes 03/24/20 07:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Author Ta-Nehisi Coates, filmmaker Ava DuVernay, and author and activist Janet Mock see their basic assumptions about their families challenged, placing their ancestors ? of all colors ? into the greater context of black history.



Family/Marriage FIYO  000405 Finding Your Roots Immigrant Nation 60 minutes 03/24/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Scarlett Johansson, Paul Rudd and John Turturro, all with immigrant parents, gain greater understanding of the unique challenges their ancestors faced by way of prejudice and poverty at home and abroad.
Family/Marriage FIYO  000406 Finding Your Roots Black Like Me 60 minutes 03/31/20 11:00:00 AM PBS 0 00:00:00 Bryant Gumbel, Tonya Lewis-Lee and Suzanne Malveaux discover a tapestry of the unexpected in their ancestry, revealing slaves and free people of color, Civil War legacies and forgotten European origins.
Family/Marriage FIYO  000407 Finding Your Roots Children of the Revolution 60 minutes 03/31/20 12:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Lupita Nyong'o, Carmelo Anthony and Ana Navarro investigate the political choices of their fathers, discovering sometimes unexpected heritage as they trace their ancestry further back.
Family/Marriage INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
Family/Marriage INLE  002112 Independent Lens One Child Nation 90 minutes 03/30/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 China's one-child policy forever changed the lives of mothers and children. Inspired by the birth of her first child, filmmaker Nanfu Wang returns to China to speak with her mother and brother, and explore the ripple effect of this social experiment.
Family/Marriage MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:57 Many Americans are staying home amid the coronavirus pandemic. But what does that mean for those who aren’t safe where they live? John Yang talks to Katie Ray-Jones, CEO of the National Domestic Violence Hotline, about how abusers may leverage a broader societal crisis to exact further control and why physical distancing puts victims of abuse at even greater risk.
Family/Marriage PNWE  001278 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/29/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:39 Thousands of women in the U.S. have given birth over the last month, many in the very hospitals where medical professionals have been preparing for an onslaught of patients stricken with COVID-19. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Karla Murthy spoke with one woman living in New York City about her recent experience giving birth amid the pandemic.
Family/Marriage ROSV  000101 Roosevelts: An Intimate History; The Get Action 120 minutes 03/26/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 02:00:00 A frail, asthmatic young Theodore Roosevelt transforms himself into a vigorous champion of the strenuous life, loses one great love and finds another, leads men into battle and then rises like a rocket to become the youngest president in American history at 42. Meanwhile, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, brought up as the pampered only child of adoring parents, follows his older cousin’s career with worshipful fascination and begins to think he might one day follow in his footsteps.
Health/Health Care AMEX  001005 Influenza 1918: American Experience NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 In the spring of 1918, as the nation mobilized for war, Private Albert Gitchell reported to an Army hospital in Kansas. He was diagnosed with the flu, a disease doctors knew little about. Before the year was out, America would be ravaged by a flu epidemic that killed 675,000 -- more than those killed in all the wars of this century combined -- before disappearing as mysteriously as it began. "The American Experience" examines the social ramifications of the disease and how it affected those who lived through it.
Health/Health Care AMEX  002102 Polio Crusade: American Experience; TheNULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 AMERICAN EXPERIENCE presents "The Polio Crusade," a one-hour documentary from filmmaker Sarah Colt ("Geronimo," "RFK") that interweaves the personal accounts of polio survivors with the story of an ardent crusader who tirelessly fought on their behalf while scientists raced to eradicate this dreaded disease. Based in part on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book, "Polio: An American Story" by David Oshinsky, "The Polio Crusade" features interviews with historians, scientists, polio survivors, and the only surviving scientist from the core research team that developed the Salk vaccine, Julius Youngner.
Health/Health Care APOC  002176 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Vaccinology expert Dr. Paul Offit explains the consequences of the coronavirus and why it will be hard to contain. U.N. ambassador Adela Raz explains negotiations between the Afghan government and the Taliban. Deputy Chief of the U.S. Border Patrol Raul Ortiz discusses immigration policy with Walter Isaacson.
Health/Health Care APOC  002178 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Former Obama campaign manger David Plouffe breaks down yesterday’s Super Tuesday results. Infectious disease expert Dr. W. Ian Lipkin tells Walter Isaacson how people can protect themselves from coronavirus. David Simon tells Christiane about his new HBO series “The Plot Against America,” based on the Philip Roth novel by the same name.
Health/Health Care APOC  002181 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Austan Goolsbee explains how coronavirus is affecting the global economy. World Health Organization expert Dr. Bruce Aylward provides more information on the outbreak. Christiana Figueres, the architect of the 2015 Paris Agreement, sits down with Sheelah Kolhatkar to discuss long term solutions to the climate crisis.
Health/Health Care APOC  002182 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Congressman Adam Schiff gives an update on coronavirus. Journalist Lydia Cacho discusses Monday’s nationwide women’s strike in Mexico. Former U.S. Solicitor General Ted Olson speaks to Walter Isaacson about the divided state of the Supreme Court and the DREAM Act.
Health/Health Care APOC  002183 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Former Italian prime minister Matteo Renzi speaks to Christiane about his country’s struggle with COVID-19. Trump 2020 advisory committee member David Urban discusses the United States’ response to the pandemic. MIT economist David Autor sits down with Walter Isaacson to talk globalization, trade and more.
Health/Health Care APOC  002186 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 New York City health commissioner Oxiris Barbot explains the state of the COVID-19 pandemic in her region. Dr. Sonia Adesara discusses whether the U.K.’s healthcare system is prepared for the crisis. Harvard economics professor Jason Furman discusses the economic fallout caused by the crisis. David Axelrod reacts to last night’s debate between Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders.
Health/Health Care APOC  002187 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy discusses efforts to limit the spread of COVID-19 in his state. Neel Kashkari, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, explains the state of the U.S. economy and what the future will look like. Yale psychology professor Laurie Santos discusses how the pandemic could influence mental health across the country.
Health/Health Care APOC  002188 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Dr. Peter Piot, one of the scientists spearheading efforts to combat COVID-19, shares his knowledge of the virus. Symone Sanders explains how the pandemic is affecting Vice President Joe Biden’s presidential campaign. David Miliband, CEO of the International Rescue Committee, discusses how COVID-19 will affect the world’s refugees.
Health/Health Care APOC  002189 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 George Osborne, former UK Chancellor of the Exchequer, explains the state of affairs in London amidst the coronavirus pandemic. Dr. David Ho tells Walter Isaacson about his work to develop a treatment for the virus. Richard Ratcliffe discusses his wife’s temporary release from an Iranian prison. Actor Brian Cox discusses the impact of the pandemic on theatre and the arts.
Health/Health Care APOC  002190 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Prestigious religious scholar Karen Armstrong discusses the importance of faith and spirituality in difficult times. Journalist Mike Chinoy compares and contrasts government approaches to COVID-19 in Asia. Sociologist Nicholas A. Christakis explains the importance of social distancing and why it works.
Health/Health Care APOC  002191 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Christiane Amanpour speaks with doctors, politicians, diplomats and business people about the state and effects of the coronavirus crisis.
Health/Health Care APOC  002192 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Dr. Boris Lushniak gives the latest news on the coronavirus pandemic. Jay Carney, senior vice president of global corporate affairs at Amazon, explains how the company is approaching the crisis. Dick Pound and Eliud Kipchoge react to the postponement of the 2020 Olympics. Tufts University President Anthony Monaco explains how the school has transformed parts of its campus into a hospital.
Health/Health Care APOC  002193 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Christiane Amanpour speaks with the Spanish Foreign Minister about how her country is handling COVID-19; and Dr. David Shulkin about what the Department of Veterans Affairs in the U.S. can do to help in times of crisis. Hari Sreenivasan speaks with Lawrence Bartley, director of the Marhsall Project’s “News Inside,” about how the crisis is affecting the incarcerated population.
Health/Health Care APOC  002194 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Dr. Senait Fisseha, chief advisor to the director-general of the World Health Organization, tells Christiane how global leaders should be working together to fight COVID-19. A special report from PBS’ FRONTLINE tells the story of the fight against Ebola in Africa. Grief expert David Kessler joins Michel Martin to explain how the pandemic is triggering a grief response across the world.
Health/Health Care APOC  002195 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Denmark’s Finance Minister joins Christiane to explain what his government is doing to mitigate the current economic crisis. World-renowned Shakespeare expert James Shapiro discusses what we can learn from the playwright in these challenging and uncertain times. Former senators Christopher Dodd and Chuck Hagel tell Michel Martin why they signed an open letter condemning partisanship in the U.S.
Health/Health Care APOC  002196 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Extraordinary times require an extraordinary response, and many are looking to the logistical might of the U.S. military as a tool to be utilized right now. Retired four-star General Stanley McChrystal has some experience in this field, having led U.S. and coalition forces in Afghanistan. He speaks with Christiane about how best to respond to this crisis.
Health/Health Care APOC  002197 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Christiane speaks with former Deputy Secretary of State William J. Burns, who says this pandemic be an opportunity to restore democratic leadership. She also speaks with a sociologist and the host of “Couples Therapy” about the consequences a quarantine has on those affected by domestic violence. Michel Martin speaks with Republican strategist Stuart Stevens about his denouncement of the Party.
Health/Health Care COCV  000000 Confronting Coronavirus: A PBS NewsHour SpecialNULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 This special focuses on health precautions for individuals and the public-at-large as well as the pandemic's economic impact in both the United States and globally. Anchored by NewsHour's managing editor Judy Woodruff, it includes interviews with officials; reporting from NewsHour's bench of special correspondents throughout the world; and a virtual town hall with curated questions from people across America, to be moderated by NewsHour correspondents Amna Nawaz and William Brangham.
Health/Health Care FLMH  000337 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover NULL 30 minutes 03/13/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:27:16 Former Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson discusses the Trump administration’s handling of the coronavirus. Johnson, who was DHS Secretary during the 2014 Ebola crisis, talks about communicating with the public during times of anxiety. He also discusses ongoing election interference and immigration policy.
Health/Health Care FLMH  000339 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Bari Weiss 30 minutes 03/27/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:27:16 Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden discusses the origins of the coronavirus, the current measures to fight it, and where he sees the pandemic headed. He also discusses how the United States can be better prepared to handle future microbial threats.
Health/Health Care INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:23 The novel coronavirus outbreak in the U.S. is now blamed for six deaths, all in Washington state. Health officials worry the illness may have been spreading undetected near Seattle for weeks, possibly resulting in many undiagnosed cases. Can hospitals in Washington and across the country accommodate a “surge” of patients? Lisa Desjardins reports and talks to The New York Times’ Dr. Sheri Fink.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:29 As states discover increasing numbers of new novel coronavirus cases, public health officials are scrambling to respond -- while also facing questions from a Senate panel on Tuesday about why the U.S. has been so slow to roll out effective tests for the virus. COVID-19 is responsible for nine deaths so far, all of them in Washington state. William Brangham reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:10 The global spread of novel coronavirus has hit Iran hard. Nearly two dozen members of the nation’s parliament as well as its director of emergency services are infected with the illness, and a third government official died from the virus Tuesday. Special correspondent Reza Sayah reports from Tehran about how the country is handling the crisis -- and where they are placing blame.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:37 The novel coronavirus has claimed more lives in the U.S., with a total of 10 deaths in Washington state and one in California. As the number of infections also continues to rise, the House and Senate have agreed on a bipartisan, multi-billion dollar emergency spending measure to fight the outbreak. The bill includes money for vaccine research, medical supplies and more. William Brangham reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:31 On Wednesday, California officials confirmed the state’s first death from novel coronavirus, as the number of infections nationwide continues to rise. But beyond the serious medical implications of the virus, it is also provoking fear, suspicion and ethnic stereotyping. Amna Nawaz reports from San Francisco, a city long known for its ties to China and the Chinese-American community.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:59 On Wednesday, California officials confirmed the state’s first death from novel coronavirus, as the number of infections nationwide continues to rise. But beyond the serious medical implications of the virus, it is also provoking fear, suspicion and ethnic stereotyping. Amna Nawaz reports from San Francisco, a city long known for its ties to China and the Chinese-American community.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:05 Restrictions intended to control the global outbreak of novel coronavirus continue to increase. In many countries, schools are closed, travelers face quarantine and business has ground to a halt. William Brangham reports and Judy Woodruff talks to Kristalina Georgieva, managing director of the International Monetary Fund, about how it is attempting to offset the economic implications of the virus.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:28 On Friday, President Trump signed a bipartisan, $8 billion emergency spending package to fund the U.S. government response to novel coronavirus. Still, concerns remain over how quickly health officials are able to conduct tests for the illness. Meanwhile, the number of novel coronavirus cases across the globe is approaching 100,000, according to the World Health Organization. Amna Nawaz reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:49 As COVID-19 spreads to communities nationwide, financial and logistical concerns about its impact are rising. Among the major questions are whether employers will require workers to take unpaid sick leave, and who will pay for potentially significant medical bills. William Brangham talks to Georgetown University’s Sabrina Corlette and Joseph Leitmann-Santa Cruz of Capital Area Asset Builders.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:26 Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including a week of dramatic shifts in the 2020 Democratic presidential race, what’s next for the campaigns of Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders, Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s disappointing finish and how President Trump is handling the novel coronavirus outbreak.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 As U.S. cases of COVID-19 rise, officials are stepping up efforts to control the outbreak's spread. Communities across the country are bracing for disruption, with many schools closing or holding remote classes. Also, two GOP congressmen who were with President Trump recently are self-quarantining after a conference attendee with whom they met tested positive for the virus. Amna Nawaz reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:17 Monday was a tumultuous day in the global battle against coronavirus. Italy’s government banned travel nationwide after new spikes in infections and fatalities. Meanwhile, U.S. stocks had their worst day in over a decade. Special correspondent Christopher Livesay reports from Rome, and Judy Woodruff talks to Mark Zandi of Moody’s Analytics and Ben Mutzabaugh of air travel website The Points Guy.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:04 Amid the growing U.S. coronavirus outbreak, some experts have criticized the way President Trump, his team and top public health officials are communicating information to the public. For example, Trump made inaccurate statements Friday about the availability of virus tests. Dr. Joshua Sharfstein of the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 A growing number of U.S. schools, including several colleges and universities, are shutting their doors to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Although only a small fraction of public elementary and high schools have closed, more than 430,000 students are affected already. John Yang talks to Michelle Reid, superintendent of Washington state’s Northshore School District, about the decision to close.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:04 In the United Kingdom, novel coronavirus has killed six people as of Tuesday, with another 370 infected and quarantined. The British government is watching how the illness spread quickly and pervasively in Italy, fearing the same could happen in the UK. But as special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports, the current attitude among the British is very much to keep calm and carry on.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:56:25 President Trump addressed the nation about novel coronavirus Wednesday evening, announcing the suspension of travel from Europe for a period of 30 days as well as a series of economic relief measures. Earlier in the day, the World Health Organization designated COVID-19 a global pandemic. Yamiche Alcindor and Lisa Desjardins join Judy Woodruff to discuss Trump's remarks and what happens next.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:28 The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared the novel coronavirus outbreak to be a global pandemic. The illness has infected about 120,000 people worldwide and claimed 4,400 lives, and public health officials both within the U.S. and abroad are warning that the crisis will get worse. Amna Nawaz reports, and Judy Woodruff talks to WHO’s Dr. Margaret Harris about how people should be preparing.



Health/Health Care MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:05 As the U.S. novel coronavirus outbreak worsens, colleges and universities around the country are asking students to stay off campus -- and essentially shutting down. Though some classes are migrating online, the closures may still represent a hardship for students who rely on school for housing, meals and other services. Amna Nawaz talks to James Ryan, president of the University of Virginia.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:14:46 On Capitol Hill, lawmakers are working on a multi-billion dollar novel coronavirus aid package to help the Americans hit hardest by the pandemic. They, along with Democratic presidential candidates Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders, also weighed in on President Trump’s response to the crisis. Lisa Desjardins reports and joins Nick Schifrin, Yamiche Alcindor and Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:30 As the novel coronavirus pandemic takes hold in the U.S., some Americans are expressing concerns over how the government is handling the situation, the availability of testing kits and the U.S. response in comparison to that of other countries. Dr. Ashish Jha of the Harvard Global Health Institute joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the “deeply disappointing” U.S. management of the outbreak.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:29 Friday was another day of mass closings and cancelations as schools, sports and travel shut down amid the novel coronavirus pandemic. President Trump also declared a national emergency to increase funding for a federal response, and he appears to have a deal with House Speaker Nancy Pelosi for related legislation. Amna Nawaz reports and Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:37 President Trump has declared the pandemic of novel coronavirus a national emergency, allowing him to direct additional funds toward the federal government’s outbreak response. Will it mean faster virus testing and more ventilators? Dr. Irwin Redlener, director of the Center for Disaster Preparedness at Columbia University, and The New York Times’ Dr. Sheri Fink join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:14 As cancellations, closures and medical concerns within the U.S. and across the globe suspend our daily routines, fear and anxiety also rise. It’s difficult to avoid worrying, but it can be helpful to understand when fear is actually counterproductive to wellbeing. Jeffrey Brown talks to David DeSteno, a psychology professor at Northeastern University who studies periods of stress and trauma.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:26 South Korea’s government is spending nearly $10 billion to fight novel coronavirus, which has infected nearly 8,000 people there. But the effort to contain the illness requires more than just money -- entire communities must come together, sharing information, volunteering at testing centers and limiting consumption of vital medical supplies. Bruce Harrison of Feature Story News reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:58 Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s political news, including the unique magnitude of the novel coronavirus pandemic, how President Trump is handling the crisis, what the government should do to reassure fearful Americans, and how the outbreak might affect the 2020 Democratic presidential primary race.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:26 The novel coronavirus pandemic is dominating the country. As confirmed U.S. cases reached 4,300, with 78 deaths, fears of medical and economic disaster drove dramatic consequences Monday. Stocks plummeted, cities implemented curfews and near-lockdowns and President Trump warned the crisis could linger into the summer. William Brangham reports and Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 Amid the novel coronavirus pandemic, epidemiologists warn that without sufficient protective measures, the number of severe virus cases will spike sharply, which would overwhelm the health system. The practice of social distancing is intended to slow the rise of cases to a manageable rate -- or to "flatten the curve." Dr. Asaf Bitton of Brigham and Women’s Hospital joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:16 Governors across the U.S. are taking unprecedented steps to limit the spread of novel coronavirus in their states. Republican Gov. Larry Hogan of Maryland ordered all restaurants, bars, gyms and movie theaters to close Monday. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the other steps he is taking to address this “scary” situation, including increasing the state’s supply of critical medical resources.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 Across the country, election officials are scrambling to decide how to adjust to the coronavirus pandemic. Louisiana and Georgia have postponed their primary contests, and candidates have eliminated public rallies entirely. But in Arizona, Tuesday’s primary is still on, and some 80 percent of voters were expected to mail in their ballots ahead of time. Stephanie Sy reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:53 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Lisa Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including how the 2020 Democratic presidential race has changed amid the coronavirus pandemic, the challenge for state election officials trying to hold primary contests and the stark American political divide over the outbreak and President Trump’s handling of it.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:18 In the U.S., nearly 100 people have died from novel coronavirus among 5,200 confirmed cases. With the infection expected to spread more broadly and businesses and organizations shutting down, what is the latest federal government response? Lisa Desjardins, Yamiche Alcindor and Nick Schifrin join Judy Woodruff to discuss efforts by Congress, the White House and the Departments of Defense and State.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:18 On Monday, nearly 7 million people in San Francisco and the surrounding Bay Area were ordered by city and county officials to stay home to try to stem the spread of the novel coronavirus. The city’s Democratic mayor, London Breed, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the public health considerations that went into that decision and how she is working to support businesses as they subsequently lose income.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:13:31 In the face of a growing medical crisis, President Trump escalated both his rhetoric and his policy response Wednesday. He referred to the novel coronavirus as “the invisible enemy” and vowed to treat the fight against it as “a war.” Meanwhile, the Senate passed a sweeping pandemic aid package. William Brangham reports, and Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:15 The novel coronavirus pandemic continues to cause economic shockwaves. On Wall Street, stocks plummeted again, with their accumulated decline now erasing nearly all the market gains since President Trump took office. Can the government take any action to reassure investors and consumers? The Brookings Institution’s David Wessel joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the challenges of uncertainty.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:57 New analysis by Harvard University researchers indicates that hospital capacity in many parts of the U.S. will be overwhelmed as the novel coronavirus continues to spread. Now, health care systems are working to increase their readiness. Jeremy Konyndyk of the Center for Global Development and Dr. Bruce Siegel of America’s Essential Hospitals join Amna Nawaz to discuss how facilities can prepare.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:42 So far, Iran is one of the countries hit hardest by the novel coronavirus. Thousands of people there are infected, and the death toll is skyrocketing. In addition, amid preparations for a subdued celebration of Iranian New Year, the ongoing conflict with the U.S. is never far from mind. Special correspondent Reza Sayah reports from Tehran about the volatile combination of factors.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:23 As Congress weighs relief packages meant to blunt the negative impact of COVID-19 on the U.S. economy, lawmakers are also trying to manage the outbreak’s damage in their own states. Republican Sen. Bill Cassidy, one of three medical doctors currently serving in the Senate, represents Louisiana, which has at least 257 confirmed cases of the virus and seven deaths. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:03 Yo-Yo Ma, one of the world’s most renowned and beloved musicians, is trying to provide comfort in this time of crisis. Ma has been posting videos of himself performing short pieces and encouraging other musicians -- of all levels -- around the world to join him in offering “Songs of Comfort.” Ma joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss the project and play Dvorak.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:56 The number of confirmed coronavirus cases across the U.S. has surged past 11,000, and officials expect it to rise quickly in the coming days. Meanwhile, the Senate is working on a huge economic aid package, and President Trump is waiving some FDA restrictions to try expedite treatment development. William Brangham reports and Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:38 The U.S. military is gearing up to fight the novel coronavirus, which is spreading rapidly across the U.S. Plans include deployment of hospital ships as overflow for hospitals, allocation of critical medical supplies and research in military labs on development of treatment and a vaccine. Judy Woodruff speaks with Defense Secretary Mark Esper about these efforts and keeping service members safe.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:17 Many Americans have encountered long lines and empty shelves at grocery stores recently. But the problem is not one of supply; rather, stores say that most shortages are temporary and due strictly to an unprecedented surge in buying, as panicked consumers rushed to stock up on items they feared might become scarce. Amna Nawaz talks to Greg Ferrara, president of the National Grocers Association.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:51 Dr. Karen Kinsell is the only physician in Fort Gaines, Georgia, a town of 3,000 people, where 40 percent of residents live below the poverty line. Some of her patients can’t afford to pay her, but she says her office doesn’t turn anyone away, and there is no “bigger high” than that of saving lives. Dr. Kinsell offers her Brief But Spectacular take on being the only doctor in a poor rural area.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:19 More of the country shut down Friday to try to slow the spread of the coronavirus. New York and Illinois joined California in ordering everyone except essential workers to stay home. Meanwhile, President Trump invoked emergency powers to move medical supplies amid growing questions about shortages of masks and ventilators. And Italy's death toll leapt by more than 600. William Brangham reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:54 President Trump held a contentious news conference Friday in which he downplayed issues with testing for COVID-19 and promised further executive action to fight the pandemic. Meanwhile, the Senate is rushing to draft a third coronavirus relief bill -- but questions are being raised about personal financial decisions by some senators. Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:30 Dr. Anthony Fauci heads the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease and is one of the top public health officials in the U.S. He’s helping to lead the national response to the novel coronavirus pandemic. On Thursday, Fauci joined Judy Woodruff to discuss the crisis, including what we have learned from other countries, the status of testing for COVID-19 and how we can slow its spread.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:02 In the United Kingdom just days ago, the attitude toward the novel coronavirus pandemic was “keep calm and carry on.” Now, however, the stakes are higher -- and the national feeling more grim. Prime Minister Boris Johnson has ordered pubs and restaurants to close and residents to work from home. He’s also promising billions in relief. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:59 Concern is growing around the country over how frontline health care workers will deal with a potential surge of patients. Doctors, nurses and other medical professionals are also worried about their own health and that of their families. William Brangham talks to Dr. Billy Goldberg, an ER doctor at NYU Langone Health, and Dr. Anish Mahajan, chief medical officer at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:45 What else can be done to protect frontline health care workers and reduce the spread of the novel coronavirus? Dr. Atul Gawande has just published a piece outlining the specific insights he has derived from the outbreak experiences of Hong Kong, Singapore and South Korea. A surgeon at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston and the CEO of Haven, Dr. Gawande joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:01 In our news wrap Monday, there is word that this summer’s Olympic Games in Tokyo will be postponed due to the global coronavirus pandemic. Dick Pound, an American member of the International Olympic Committee, said they will likely take place next year. Also, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo made a surprise visit to Afghanistan to try to end a stalemate blocking peace talks with the Taliban.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:59 Fighting the novel coronavirus pandemic is difficult enough in developed countries and regions like the U.S. and Western Europe. In areas with active conflicts and large populations of refugees, the challenge is even harder, and the situations are growing more dire. Nick Schifrin reports and talks to David Miliband, of the International Rescue Committee, a global humanitarian relief organization.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join John Yang to discuss the latest political news, including where former Vice President Joe Biden and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders stand in a Democratic presidential primary essentially frozen by the coronavirus pandemic and the potential political ramifications of the crisis for President Trump.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:18 On Monday evening, the White House held another briefing to update the country on national measures to fight the coronavirus pandemic. Once again, President Trump was flanked by members of the team leading the effort, including Vice President Mike Pence. Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss what Trump said.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:23 Confirmed U.S. cases of coronavirus have reached 50,000, with more than 600 deaths. But as New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo warned of dire conditions in hospitals, Wall Street rallied and President Trump spoke of easing government restrictions soon in order to lessen the economic pain of the pandemic. Meanwhile, India has gone into lockdown. Amna Nawaz and special correspondent Neha Poonia report.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:48 Wall Street soared Tuesday, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average gaining a record 2,100 points. The gains came as the Senate continued to debate the details of a possible economic recovery package for Americans suffering from the coronavirus pandemic. Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 With close to 7,000 deaths, Italy is the country hardest hit by the coronavirus pandemic so far. Its health care system, one of Europe’s best, is mustering all its resources to respond to the flood of patients infected with COVID-19. But doctors and nurses are near their breaking points, and they warn the U.S. to learn from the Italian government’s mistakes. Nick Schifrin reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:13:17 The tragedies we see playing out in Italy and around the world are why most public health officials say it’s far too soon to plan when people can return to work. But President Trump says he wants to see much of the country back to normal by April 12. Paul Solman speaks with True Health Initiative’s Dr. David Katz, and William Brangham talks to Marc Lipsitch, a Harvard University epidemiologist.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:30 Olympic history was made Tuesday when Japan and the International Olympic Committee decided to postpone this summer’s games to 2021. John Yang reports and speaks with USA Today’s Christine Brennan, who has covered every Olympic Games since 1984.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:06 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said the House of Representatives will pass a $2 trillion economic stimulus package to support businesses and workers impacted by the coronavirus pandemic “as soon as the Senate passes it.” The upper chamber is expected to take action Wednesday night, with a vote in the House expected as soon as Thursday.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:50 Leaders in the states hardest hit by the coronavirus pandemic so far are facing difficult choices amid limited resources. One of those states is Louisiana, which has experienced an explosion of cases and was declared a federal disaster by President Trump. Gov. John Bel Edwards joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the “alarming” growth rate of Louisiana cases and the desperate need for ventilators.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:40 New York hospitals are being hit with a crush of patients suffering from COVID-19. There are over 30,000 confirmed cases in the state, and more than 280 people have died. While the hospitalization rate has slowed, it is still doubling every four or five days. William Brangham discusses the crisis with Dr. Craig Spencer, director of global health in emergency medicine at Columbia University.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:06 Russian cases of COVID-19 have been low until now, according to the country’s government. But there are serious doubts about the veracity of those numbers, especially in Moscow -- Europe’s largest city. For a population accustomed to packing tightly into churches, the concept of social distancing has not yet taken hold. Special correspondent Lucy Taylor reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:00 President Trump held another news briefing on COVID-19 Wednesday evening, this time announcing his intention to sign the pandemic aid package the Senate drafted in conjunction with his administration. Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss what Trump said about that bill as well as progress on coronavirus testing in the U.S.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:53 Confirmed coronavirus infections have passed the half-million mark worldwide, with 23,000 deaths. In the U.S., a huge economic relief bill is nearing final approval amid an unprecedented wave of unemployment claims from people who have lost their jobs due to the pandemic. And hospitals are strained to the point of collapse. Amna Nawaz reports and Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:22 Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers has deep experience in economic policy. On Wednesday, he was among a bipartisan group of economic experts urging U.S. officials to prioritize resolving the pandemic’s medical emergency before trying to rectify its economic fallout. Summers joins Judy Woodruff to discuss direct payments to Americans, funding hospitals and the need for consistent strategy.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:16 More U.S. hospitals are feeling the pressure and gravity of the spread of COVID-19. In New York state, hospitalizations rose 40 percent and 100 patients died in a single day. As the influx grows, some hospitals and medical practitioners are taking extraordinary steps to cope and prepare for the worsening crisis. William Brangham talks to Stony Brook University Hospital’s Carol Gomes.



Health/Health Care MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:24 As coronavirus spreads across the U.S., there have been conflicting messages from the Trump administration, governors and medical professionals about the scarcity of critical medical resources -- especially ventilators. Amna Nawaz reports on the growing need for these lifesaving machines and talks to Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, who says her state will require many more of them.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:45 U.N. Secretary General Antonio Guterres says that the world’s major industrialized nations are not doing enough to work together to combat the coronavirus global pandemic — and that there will be major consequences if they fail to unite.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:42 Louisiana is one of the country’s emerging coronavirus hot spots. New Orleans alone has over 1,100 cases and 119 deaths, and the city’s convention center is being converted into a makeshift hospital to provide care amid the outbreak. William Brangham talks to Dr. Julio Figueroa of Louisiana State University Health about why residents of the state may be at greater risk of becoming seriously ill.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:55 The State Department says it has brought back 15,000 Americans who were stranded in more than 30 countries across the globe. But some 30,000 are still stuck abroad, growing increasingly worried about border closures, food shortages and health care systems that are becoming overwhelmed. Nick Schifrin reports on the immense challenge of trying to return home amid a global pandemic.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:30 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Ruth Marcus join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including whether Americans are ready for the mounting coronavirus crisis, why the U.S. government wasn’t better prepared for the pandemic, the significance of the $2.2 trillion economic relief package and the status of the 2020 Democratic presidential primary.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:49 The coronavirus pandemic keeps burning through the U.S. population. The country now has 160,000 confirmed cases of the illness and 2,900 deaths -- and infections are still rising. In New York state, the nation’s worst hot spot, Gov. Andrew Cuomo continues to appeal for outside help. But health care systems across the country are straining to support the surge in patients. Amna Nawaz reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:12 Despite recent signs of advancement, many health experts say the U.S. capacity to test for the novel coronavirus remains too limited and progress too slow. President Trump has previously claimed anyone could be tested -- but that isn't what we’re hearing from people who have tried. Jennifer Nuzzo, senior scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 Illinois has become another national hot spot for coronavirus, with a surging number of confirmed cases. Most are in Cook County, the region that is home to Chicago. William Brangham talks to Dr. Claudia Fegan, chief medical officer for Cook County Health, about how her employees are holding up amid the stress and why they continue to worry about a shortage of critical medical supplies.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 Human rights activists and medical nonprofits are calling on the Greek government to evacuate overcrowded refugee camps on islands in the Aegean Sea, where an outbreak of COVID-19 would likely cause humanitarian catastrophe. Concerns are especially grave regarding Moria camp on the island of Lesbos. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:58 More than 250 million Americans in 30 states have been asked or ordered to stay at home. Although some still buy essentials in person at stores, many are ordering online instead. As a result, warehouse and delivery workers and professional shoppers have become central to the current economy -- and a growing number are concerned about the risks they face by doing their jobs. Paul Solman reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:23 President Trump’s Coronavirus Task Force held a briefing Monday evening on the national response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Yamiche Alcindor was there, and she joins Judy Woodruff to discuss Trump’s latest update on virus testing as well as an exchange she had with the president on Sunday regarding states’ requests for more medical supplies.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:12 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including how President Trump’s approval ratings have changed amid the coronavirus pandemic, the tendency of American voters to rally around leaders during a crisis and what these unprecedented circumstances mean for the 2020 presidential election.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:46 The quarantine orders that define the current moment are changing nearly everything about American life. For families facing loss, that means an inability to gather and grieve as they normally would -- even if coronavirus is not the specific cause of death. Gail Grzybowski of Milwaukee PBS shares her family’s experience of coping during this extraordinary time.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:20 The U.S. death toll from novel coronavirus has now exceeded that of China. While Italy and Spain have recorded many more deaths, the U.S. has the most confirmed cases of the illness. Dozens of states have limited residents’ movement outside their homes. And in New York, the national epicenter of the outbreak, a convention center has been converted into an overflow hospital. Amna Nawaz reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:35 In our news wrap Tuesday, Wall Street ended a brutal first quarter with fresh losses. The Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 23 percent during the first three months of 2020 -- the largest percentage decline since 1987. Also, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell claimed that President Trump’s impeachment trial earlier this year diverted government attention from the looming coronavirus crisis.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:07 With unemployment soaring, the COVID-19 outbreak is taking a staggering toll on workers. Food banks are ramping up their services to meet the rising demand, even as donations, volunteers and supplies are limited. Meanwhile, organizations worry about keeping their own workers safe from the virus. Stephanie Sy reports as part of our Chasing the Dream series on poverty and opportunity in America.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:07 More than 55 million American students are staying home amid the coronavirus pandemic. The impacts are huge — affecting students, parents and teachers. Learning is happening with a host of new challenges. Kate Gardoqui of the Great Schools Partnership joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:37 How much do we know about COVID-19, the virus spreading misery across the globe? Dr. Siddhartha Mukherjee joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss understanding the dynamics of the virus within people it has infected, why some experience much more severe forms of illness than others, how we can limit asymptomatic transmission and the need to buy medical researchers time to develop treatments.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:19 President Trump’s Coronavirus Task Force held a briefing Tuesday evening to provide an update on the U.S. fight against COVID-19. The tone at the news conference was sober, as Trump urged Americans to prepare for a “very tough” period ahead. Yamiche Alcindor joins Judy Woodruff to discuss how Trump’s pandemic messaging has evolved and what might be in the next piece of crisis legislation.
Health/Health Care MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:19 The USS Theodore Roosevelt, a Pacific-based aircraft carrier, is facing its own outbreak of the novel coronavirus. With several sailors testing positive, the ship’s captain made the extraordinary request for it to be almost entirely evacuated. But the admiral in charge of the U.S. Pacific Fleet says that maintaining military readiness comes first. Nick Schifrin joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care NOVA  004509 NOVA Transplanting Hope 60 minutes 03/25/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow the patients who desperately need transplants to save their lives, see the profound decisions families face in donating the organs of loved ones who die, and learn about the critical shortage of organs and new research into "organs by design."
Health/Health Care PNWE  001270 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/01/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:30 The coronavirus has now spread to more than 60 countries and more confirmed cases are being reported in the United States. Washington on Saturday reported the first U.S. death from the virus as new cases continue to emerge in the state. Los Angeles Times Seattle Bureau Chief Richard Read joins Hari Sreenivasan for more on the state's outbreak.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001272 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/08/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:14:04 As the novel coronavirus continues to spread in the U.S., the National Institute of Health on Sunday advised vulnerable people, particularly the elderly with underlying health conditions, to avoid large crowds and trips. ProPublica reporter Caroline Chen, who has been reporting on the virus, joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss what people need to understand about testing, infection rates and more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001272 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/08/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:29 The coronavirus has now spread to 107 countries and there are close to 108,000 cases worldwide. Italy is one of the hotspots, where more than 230 people have died from the virus. In response, Italy's government this weekend issued a quarantine restricting travel for more than 16 million people in portions of the country. Special correspondent Christopher Livesay joins Hari Sreenivasan with more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001273 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/14/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:29 New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo has deployed the National Guard and created a one-mile containment zone around the town of New Rochelle, just north of New York City, where at least 158 cases of COVID-19 have been reported. And on Friday, the state launched its first drive-thru mobile testing facility in the region. NewsHour Weekend's Christopher Booker has more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001273 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/14/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:42 A week after Italy’s government began locking down the country due to the coronavirus outbreak, new cases are emerging as the death toll climbs. The scenario is overwhelming a medical system already reeling from an influx of patients. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Chris Livesay joins Hari Sreenivasan from Rome with updates on the coronavirus outbreak in Italy.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001273 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/14/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:56 The response to the coronavirus outbreak in the U.S. is changing on an almost hourly basis. But as health care workers face a volley of new challenges amid an American populace wary of the global pandemic, there has been an increase in testing and guidelines to consider. Caroline Chen, a ProPublica reporter who is covering the outbreak, joins Hari Sreenivasan with more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001274 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/15/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:00 To help contain transmission of coronavirus, the CDC has issued guidelines for “social distancing.” But as the virus continues to spread, many more questions on when to close schools, how to seek day-to-day healthcare and the extent of the outbreak in the coming weeks remain unanswered. Crystal Watson, a senior scholar at Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, joins Hari Sreenivasan with more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001275 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/21/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:15 The spread of coronavirus in the U.S. has shut down businesses and schools and forced widespread cancellations, from major sporting events to religious services. But with the help of social media, some artists and musicians are making sure that the show will go on. Christopher Booker spoke to country star Shelby Lynne, musician Mac DeMarco and Partisan Records managing director Zena White.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001275 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/21/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:11 As the number of coronavirus cases rapidly rise in New York City, healthcare workers are bracing themselves for an expected deluge of cases amid the outbreak. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Karla Murthy spoke with Dr. Alexis Langsfeld, who works in an emergency room at a New York City hospital, about her personal experiences.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001275 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/21/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:47 As more states order residents to hunker down amid a rapidly expanding outbreak, hospitals in the U.S. are preparing for an onslaught of new patients infected with COVID-19. But whether hospitals exceed capacity will depend on how quickly the government moves to stem the spread of new cases. Annie Waldman, a reporter for ProPublica, joins Hari Sreenivasan from more on what to expect.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001275 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/21/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:25 London is not under lockdown, but Prime Minister Boris Johnson ordered schools, pubs, and other social venues to close, except for delivery and take out, and people have been warned to stay indoors whenever possible. Frank Langfitt, NPR correspondent and author of “The Shanghai Free Taxi: Journeys with the Hustlers and Rebels of the New China," joins Hari Sreenivasan with more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001276 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/22/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:12 As society adjusts to the new realities of living amid a global pandemic and the isolation that is beginning to come along with it, many are overrun with the fears and anxieties of what to do next. Others already were facing mental health issues that may now be exacerbated by the coronavirus outbreak. Maggie Mulqueen, a psychologist in Brookline, Mass., joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss
Health/Health Care PNWE  001276 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/22/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:22 Seniors are among those most at risk from COVID-19. But social services are rapidly changing to help this vulnerable community. NewsHour Weekend’s Molly Enking visited Citymeals on Wheels, the largest delivery program of senior meals in the U.S., and a local senior center in New York City that closed its doors but is still finding ways to serve its community.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001276 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/22/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:10 An interactive map tracking the number of coronavirus cases globally in near real time has become an important tool for researchers, health officials and the public at large. It was created by Johns Hopkins engineering professor Lauren Gardner and her graduate student Ensheng Dong. Hari Sreenivasan spoke to Gardner about how the interactive map works and what trends they are seeing.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001277 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/28/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:36 More than 3 million Americans last week filed for unemployment benefits. Many who lost their jobs may now have to go without health insurance as well. And with a growing pandemic, the national conversation about universal health care is intensifying. Hari Sreenivasan spoke about with Sara Collins, vice president for health care coverage and access at the Commonwealth Fund, to learn more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001278 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/29/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:31 With more than 2 million prisoners held in thousands of detention centers across the U.S., advocates for the incarcerated have been sounding the alarm about the dangers posed to this vulnerable population during the current pandemic. Ivette Feliciano spoke with lawyers, activists and families with loved ones in prison, who say detention centers are the perfect breeding ground for the outbreak.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001278 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/29/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:39 Thousands of women in the U.S. have given birth over the last month, many in the very hospitals where medical professionals have been preparing for an onslaught of patients stricken with COVID-19. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Karla Murthy spoke with one woman living in New York City about her recent experience giving birth amid the pandemic.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001278 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/29/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:24 Millions of Americans across the country are now staying inside due to the pandemic. That includes artist Fulton Leroy Washington, who became known as “Mr. Wash" while serving 21 years in prison for a non-violent drug offense. NewsHour Weekend’s Christopher Booker spoke with Washington about why his time being incarcerated allows him to see social distancing differently than many Americans.
Health/Health Care SEDE  001401 Secrets of the Dead Ben Franklin's Bones 60 minutes 03/31/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 When skeletal remains of at least 10 people, including several infants, turned up in the basement of Benjamin Franklin’s British residence, people wondered if the Founding Father might have had a much darker side, as the bones had been meticulously cut and drilled. Franklin was aware of the bodies in his basement, but they weren’t the victims of violent acts. Rather, they were used for the purposes of an illegal anatomy school that helped shaped modern medicine.
Health/Health Care SPIL  000000 Spillover - Zika, Ebola & Beyond NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Investigate the rise of spillover viruses like Zika, Ebola and Nipah, that can make the leap from animals to humans. Find out how human behaviors spread diseases and what science can do to anticipate and prevent epidemics around the world.
Health/Health Care WWIR  005937 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/06/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:24:48 Former Vice President Joe Biden is surging in what is now essentially a two-candidate race with Sen. Bernie Sanders. The panelists discussed the Democratic primary and how the Trump administration is handling COVID-19.
Health/Health Care WWIR  005938 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/13/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:22:13 President Trump is under pressure to respond to COVID-19 and Congress took a step towards passing an emergency bill.
Health/Health Care WWIR  005939 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/20/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:12 Americans are preparing for the economic and public health consequences of the COVID-19 outbreak. As Congress deliberates on a third aid package after passing a bill signed by President Donald Trump this week, the panelists discussed how the U.S. government is responding to the outbreak.
Health/Health Care WWIR  005940 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/27/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:24:54 Earlier today, the House approved a $2 trillion economic stimulus package. That vote comes as the economy is shuddering due to COVID-19. The panel discussed how the White House and governors across the nation are responding to the virus.
Housing, Shelter EALM  000000 East Lake Meadows: A Public Housing StoryNULL 120 minutes 03/24/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Learn the history of East Lake Meadows, a former public housing community in Atlanta. Stories from residents reveal hardship and resilience, and raise critical questions about race, poverty and who is deserving of public assistance.
Housing, Shelter INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
Housing, Shelter PNWE  001278 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/29/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:13 There are 44 million households that are renting in the U.S., but even before the massive economic disruption caused by the coronavirus pandemic many were already stretching their budgets to afford housing. But what will happen to them now? Hari Sreenivasan spoke with Jenny Schuetz, a housing economist at the Brookings Institution, to learn more.



Immigration/Refugees APOC  002176 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Vaccinology expert Dr. Paul Offit explains the consequences of the coronavirus and why it will be hard to contain. U.N. ambassador Adela Raz explains negotiations between the Afghan government and the Taliban. Deputy Chief of the U.S. Border Patrol Raul Ortiz discusses immigration policy with Walter Isaacson.
Immigration/Refugees FIYO  000402 Finding Your Roots Unfamiliar Kin 60 minutes 03/17/20 07:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Fred Armisen and Christopher Walken and musician Carly Simon each learn about a grandparent whose real identity and background had been a mystery to them ? redefining how they see themselves.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:34 A new watchdog report reveals troubling details about how the U.S. government handled the separation of migrant families as a result of the Trump administration’s “zero tolerance” policy. The litany of failures includes communication breakdown, lack of planning and insufficient care. Lisa Desjardins talks to Ann Maxwell, assistant inspector general of the Department of Health and Human Services.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:13 In a new book, NPR’s Steve Inskeep has chronicled the little-known story of how the illegitimate son of an immigrant rose to become the Republican Party’s first presidential nominee in 1856 -- with a lot of help from his wife. Lisa Desjardins sits down with Inskeep to discuss “Imperfect Union: How Jessie and John Frémont Mapped the West, Invented Celebrity, and Helped Cause the Civil War.”
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:41 Nearly 71 million people have been forcibly displaced worldwide, including nearly 30 million refugees. How does that movement shape migrants' understanding of where they belong? The current exhibit “When Home Won’t Let You Stay” uses art and found objects to spotlight the human cost of dislocation. Special correspondent Jared Bowen reports.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:36 President Trump recently announced strict new border controls, citing concerns over the coronavirus pandemic. Officials will now turn away most migrants entering the country from the U.S.-Mexico border -- including people coming legally and fleeing violence. Jean Guerrero of KPBS spoke to families stuck in limbo at the country’s busiest land border crossing, just south of San Diego in Tijuana.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:21 Immigration at the U.S.-Mexico border is among the most politically divisive issues of our time -- and often presented as black and white. But the second season of filmmaker Matthew Heineman's documentary series "The Trade" offers a complex, intimate and human picture of migrants, traffickers and the U.S. officials enforcing the law. Amna Nawaz talks to Heineman and producer Monica Villamizar.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 Human rights activists and medical nonprofits are calling on the Greek government to evacuate overcrowded refugee camps on islands in the Aegean Sea, where an outbreak of COVID-19 would likely cause humanitarian catastrophe. Concerns are especially grave regarding Moria camp on the island of Lesbos. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000101 No Passport Required Detroit 60 minutes 03/03/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join chef Marcus Samuelsson to explore the culture and flavor of Detroit's Middle Eastern community. Marcus shares a meal with a Syrian refugee family, eats falafel, learns how to make Iraqi bread, and attends an amazing 700-person Lebanese wedding.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000103 No Passport Required Chicago 60 minutes 03/03/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson visits the city's longstanding Mexican community -- the second largest in the U.S. -- to learn about its heritage and cuisine. He tastes tacos de cecina and grilled nopales, and learns the secrets of mole sauce from a master.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000104 No Passport Required Queens, NYC 60 minutes 03/10/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson goes inside the Indo-Guyanese community to explore its roots and cuisine. Marcus eats Trinidadian roti, visits a cross-cultural bush cook, plays cricket and learns how to make a traditional Guyanese chicken curry.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000105 No Passport Required Miami 60 minutes 03/10/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson explores the cuisine, culture and history of the Haitian community. From tropical, tangy soursop ice cream to mamba spread to soupe joumou and deep-fried pate korde, Marcus eats his way through Haiti's culinary classics.
Immigration/Refugees PNWE  001271 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/07/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:28 Tensions escalated Saturday on Greece’s border with Turkey as migrants attempting to get into Europe faced off with Greek police. Authorities used tear gas to try and disperse a group of migrants armed with rocks who tried to tear down a border fence. Lydia Emmanouilidou, a reporter for public radio news magazine, The World, joins Hari Sreenivasan from Greece for more on the border situation.
Media FIYO  000403 Finding Your Roots Puritans and Pioneers 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and William H. Macy trace their nonconformist ancestors through American conflicts � the Civil War and the American Revolution, all the way back to the Puritan establishment.
Media MLNH  012794 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/26/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:20 Many families are finding it difficult to gauge how much news is too much when it comes to their children and teens. With TVs and other devices on around the clock, it’s tough to shield kids from a constant stream of reporting. At the same time, many teens still may not be taking the pandemic as seriously as they should. Author Kelly Corrigan shares her humble opinion on how to keep children safe.
Minorities/Civil Rights FIYO  000404 Finding Your Roots The Vanguard 60 minutes 03/24/20 07:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Author Ta-Nehisi Coates, filmmaker Ava DuVernay, and author and activist Janet Mock see their basic assumptions about their families challenged, placing their ancestors ? of all colors ? into the greater context of black history.
Minorities/Civil Rights FIYO  000407 Finding Your Roots Children of the Revolution 60 minutes 03/31/20 12:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Lupita Nyong'o, Carmelo Anthony and Ana Navarro investigate the political choices of their fathers, discovering sometimes unexpected heritage as they trace their ancestry further back.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  002111 Independent Lens Always in Season 90 minutes 03/01/20 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 ALWAYS IN SEASON explores the lingering impact of more than a century of lynching African Americans and connects this form of historic racial terrorism to racial violence today. The film centers on the case of Lennon Lacy, an African American teen who was found hanging from a swing set in Bladenboro, North Carolina, on August 29, 2014. Despite inconsistencies in the case, local officials quickly ruled Lennon's death a suicide, but his mother, Claudia, believes Lennon was lynched. Claudia moves from paralyzing grief to leading the fight for justice for her son.    As the film unfolds, Lennon's case, and the suspicions surrounding it, intersect with stories of other communities seeking justice and reconciliation. A few hundred miles away in Monroe, Georgia, a diverse group of reenactors, including the adult daughter of a former Ku Klux Klan leader, annually dramatize a 1946 quadruple lynching to ensure the victims are never forgotten and encourage the community to come forward with information that might bring the perpetrators to justice. As the terrorism of the past bleeds into the present, the film asks: what will it take for Americans to begin building a national movement for racial justice and reconciliation?
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:39 The 2018 film “Roma,” set in Mexico, won myriad awards and acclaim. But it also sparked a national debate about racial and social inequities. Now, its star, Yalitza Aparicio, has carved out a new offscreen role as an advocate for change, championing rights for indigenous people and Mexico’s domestic workers. Jeffrey Brown reports from Mexico City.
Minorities/Civil Rights PUSC  000000 Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in SchoolsNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 At alarming rates, girls of color experience discriminatory, punitive and unfair treatment in schools. Take a deep dive into the practices, cultural beliefs and policies that disrupt one of the most important factors in girls' lives: education.
Minorities/Civil Rights RULE  000000 Rule; The NULL 90 minutes 03/03/20 04:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 This documentary tells a rare story of success. In Newark, New Jersey, where the average high school graduation rate is abysmal, St. Benedict’s Prep is the exception — with a near 100 percent college acceptance rate. Filmmakers Marylou and Jerome Bongiorno profile the school and the Benedictine monks of Newark Abbey to see how they achieve success among a vulnerable population of inner-city African-American and Latino teenage boys.
National Politics/Government APOC  002178 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Former Obama campaign manger David Plouffe breaks down yesterday’s Super Tuesday results. Infectious disease expert Dr. W. Ian Lipkin tells Walter Isaacson how people can protect themselves from coronavirus. David Simon tells Christiane about his new HBO series “The Plot Against America,” based on the Philip Roth novel by the same name.
National Politics/Government APOC  002180 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Journalist Helen Lewis tells Christiane about her new book on difficult women who changed the world. German author Daniel Kehlmann describes the vision behind his new novel “Tyll.” Yale law professor Daniel Markovits sits down with Hari Sreenivasan to explain why meritocracy is a trap.
National Politics/Government APOC  002182 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Congressman Adam Schiff gives an update on coronavirus. Journalist Lydia Cacho discusses Monday’s nationwide women’s strike in Mexico. Former U.S. Solicitor General Ted Olson speaks to Walter Isaacson about the divided state of the Supreme Court and the DREAM Act.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000336 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover NULL 30 minutes 03/06/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Former US Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley discusses her role in President Trump’s cabinet, and assesses the Trump administration’s handling of North Korea and Iran. Haley addresses the controversy over her recent comments on the confederate flag, and explains how the GOP should appeal to new voters. She also says the UN needs to change with the times.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000337 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover NULL 30 minutes 03/13/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:27:16 Former Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson discusses the Trump administration’s handling of the coronavirus. Johnson, who was DHS Secretary during the 2014 Ebola crisis, talks about communicating with the public during times of anxiety. He also discusses ongoing election interference and immigration policy.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000338 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Ken Starr 30 minutes 03/20/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Former independent counsel Ken Starr discusses his investigation that led to the impeachment of President Clinton, and his work over 20 years later defending President Trump during his impeachment trial. Starr says that we are living in an “age of impeachment” in which it has become all too easy to impeach a president.
National Politics/Government FRON  003813 Frontline NRA Under Fire 60 minutes 03/24/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Once an unrivaled political power, the NRA is facing challenges from all sides. How the NRA aligned with President Trump and his base, but is under attack ahead of the 2020 election.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:30 In our news wrap Monday, voters in Israel went to the polls for an unprecedented third election in less than a year. Exit polls suggest Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu may be near an outright victory -- but his main opponent, Benny Gantz, vowed to keep fighting. Also, Iraq’s caretaker prime minister, Adel Abdul-Mahdi, announced he is stepping down, worsening the country’s political power vacuum.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:20 It's been a dramatic 48 hours since the polls closed in the South Carolina Democratic primary. Three candidates have left the race: businessman Tom Steyer, Pete Buttigieg and Minnesota Sen. Amy Klobuchar. The few that remain, Sens. Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, Joe Biden, and Michael Bloomberg, are looking to consolidate support before 14 states vote on Super Tuesday. Judy Woodruff reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:36 More than 1,300 Democratic delegates are at stake on Super Tuesday. The biggest prize by far is California, where 10 percent of all Democratic delegates will be awarded. With three candidates leaving the race since the South Carolina primary, Golden State voters now face a narrower field of choices. Amna Nawaz reports on how they are deciding in this key contest on the path to the nomination.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:36 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the resurgence of former Vice President Joe Biden’s presidential campaign after the South Carolina primary, the exits of Sen. Amy Klobuchar and Pete Buttigieg, the strength of Sen. Bernie Sanders’ base and what to look for on Super Tuesday.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:26:44 Tuesday on the NewsHour, Super Tuesday reshapes the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination contest. Former Vice President Joe Biden scores significant wins and takes the lead in the race’s delegate count, indicating that support of moderate Democrats has coalesced around him. But Sen. Bernie Sanders earns victories in Vermont, Colorado and Utah, as well as the night’s biggest prize: California.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:17:57 The biggest day of the 2020 primary season has arrived: Super Tuesday. Fourteen states are holding contests that will help determine the 2020 Democratic presidential nominee. Judy Woodruff reports and gets updates from across the country from Amna Nawaz, Yamiche Alcindor, Lisa Desjardins, Daniel Bush, Mary Lahammer of Twin Cities PBS and Adam Reilly of WGBH.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:44 Across 14 states, voters are going to the polls on this Super Tuesday to make their choices for the 2020 Democratic presidential nominee. Many candidates have come and gone from this race, with three exiting right after the South Carolina primary only days ago. Stu Rothenberg of Inside Politics joins Judy Woodruff for in-depth analysis of what’s at stake and which results will be critica
National Politics/Government MLNH  012778 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/04/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:13:25 Super Tuesday’s primary results represented a dramatic turn on the road to the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination. What did not seem possible only days ago has materialized, as moderate voters united to support former Vice President Joe Biden. Sen. Bernie Sanders is far behind in delegates. Judy Woodruff reports and talks to Democratic political strategists Guy Cecil and Nick Chedli Carter.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:36 With Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s decision to end her White House bid, the battle to take on President Trump in November is now essentially a two-man race: former Vice President Joe Biden vs. Sen. Bernie Sanders. But whoever becomes the Democratic nominee, how can the party rally around him to unseat Trump? Judy Woodruff discusses with David Plouffe, campaign manager for former President Barack Obama.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:57 With the exit of Sen. Elizabeth Warren, a 2020 Democratic presidential field that began as the most diverse in history became, essentially, a contest between two white men. Judy Woodruff talks to Georgetown University’s Lily Adams, former communications director for Sen. Kamala Harris’ presidential campaign, and Amanda Hunter of the Barbara Lee Family Foundation, which promotes women in politics.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012780 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:26 Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including a week of dramatic shifts in the 2020 Democratic presidential race, what’s next for the campaigns of Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders, Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s disappointing finish and how President Trump is handling the novel coronavirus outbreak.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:02 In our news wrap Monday, Twitter has applied a “manipulated media” tag on a campaign video shared by a White House aide and retweeted by President Trump. The edited clip makes it appear that former Vice President Joe Biden, leading in the 2020 Democratic presidential primary, suggested Trump be reelected. Also, in Afghanistan, both Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah declared themselves president.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:17 Voters in six more states will head to the polls Tuesday in the 2020 Democratic presidential primary -- which is now essentially a two-man race between former Vice President Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont. Michigan is the largest delegate prize, and Sanders, who won the state four years ago, is trailing Biden in polls there by around 15 points. Yamiche Alcindor reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:03 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Lisa Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including how the 2020 Democratic presidential primary has changed since Super Tuesday, why Michigan is such an important state for former Vice President Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders given its 2016 history and the politics of the novel coronavirus outbreak.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012781 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/09/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:29 Rahm Emanuel has served as a top adviser to Presidents Clinton and Obama, a three-term congressman from Illinois and a two-term mayor of Chicago. But in his new book, “The Nation City,” the longtime Democrat argues that mayors are today’s most effective U.S. government officials. Emanuel sits down with Judy Woodruff to discuss that idea as well as his fears about "reckless" progressives in 2020.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:26:44 Former Vice President Joe Biden won important primary victories Tuesday in Michigan, Mississippi and Missouri. Judy Woodruff gets updates and analysis from Christy McDonald of Detroit Public TV, Jason Rosenbaum of St. Louis Public Radio, Mississippi Today’s Adam Ganucheau and Mark Baumgarten of KCTS 9, and discusses the news with Lisa Desjardins and the Cook Political Report’s Amy Walter.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:13 In our news wrap Tuesday, a U.S. federal appeals court ordered the Justice Department to hand over grand jury testimony from the special counsel’s Russia probe. The panel ruled 2-to-1 that the House is entitled to the material as part of ongoing investigations into President Trump. Also, Russia’s parliament laid out a path for President Vladimir Putin to stay in power after his term ends in 2024.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:04 Residents of six states head to the polls Tuesday to cast ballots in the 2020 Democratic presidential primary. The two leading candidates, former Vice President Joe Biden and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, are battling for a total of 352 delegates. John Yang reports and Judy Woodruff gets updates from Politico’s Tim Alberta, Mississippi Today’s Adam Ganucheau and Donna Blankinship of KCTS 9.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012782 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/10/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:03 It’s another important Tuesday in the 2020 Democratic presidential primary race, as former Vice President Joe Biden and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders go head-to-head for the first time during this campaign. Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the political landscapes in the six states voting and how the coronavirus outbreak is beginning to affect the campaign.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:54 Despite another night of disappointing primary results, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders said Wednesday he will continue to challenge former Vice President Joe Biden for the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination. The two are scheduled to debate Sunday. Lisa Desjardins reports, and Judy Woodruff talks to Tom Perez, chair of the Democratic National Committee, about where the party goes from here.



National Politics/Government MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:14:46 On Capitol Hill, lawmakers are working on a multi-billion dollar novel coronavirus aid package to help the Americans hit hardest by the pandemic. They, along with Democratic presidential candidates Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders, also weighed in on President Trump’s response to the crisis. Lisa Desjardins reports and joins Nick Schifrin, Yamiche Alcindor and Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:00 Until 2018, Florida was one of only a few states that banned felons from voting for life. But that year, a two-thirds majority of the state passed an initiative to restore voting eligibility to felons who had served their sentences. It was a major victory for voting rights -- but the subsequent implementation has been fraught with legal battles, politics and confusion. Stephanie Sy reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:29 Friday was another day of mass closings and cancelations as schools, sports and travel shut down amid the novel coronavirus pandemic. President Trump also declared a national emergency to increase funding for a federal response, and he appears to have a deal with House Speaker Nancy Pelosi for related legislation. Amna Nawaz reports and Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:58 Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s political news, including the unique magnitude of the novel coronavirus pandemic, how President Trump is handling the crisis, what the government should do to reassure fearful Americans, and how the outbreak might affect the 2020 Democratic presidential primary race.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:16 Governors across the U.S. are taking unprecedented steps to limit the spread of novel coronavirus in their states. Republican Gov. Larry Hogan of Maryland ordered all restaurants, bars, gyms and movie theaters to close Monday. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the other steps he is taking to address this “scary” situation, including increasing the state’s supply of critical medical resources.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:05 In our news wrap Monday, Israeli opposition leader Benny Gantz was formally tapped to attempt to form a governing coalition, following the country’s third election within a year. Gantz promised he would do “whatever it takes” to end the political deadlock. Also, in Springfield, Missouri, a police officer was among five people killed in an overnight shooting at a gas station. The gunman also died.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:21 Former Vice President Joe Biden and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders debated head-to-head for the first time Sunday night. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, there was no live audience at the event, and questions about President Trump’s handling of the disease outbreak -- and how the candidates would respond in his situation -- dominated the early conversation. Lisa Desjardins reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 Across the country, election officials are scrambling to decide how to adjust to the coronavirus pandemic. Louisiana and Georgia have postponed their primary contests, and candidates have eliminated public rallies entirely. But in Arizona, Tuesday’s primary is still on, and some 80 percent of voters were expected to mail in their ballots ahead of time. Stephanie Sy reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012786 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:53 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Lisa Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including how the 2020 Democratic presidential race has changed amid the coronavirus pandemic, the challenge for state election officials trying to hold primary contests and the stark American political divide over the outbreak and President Trump’s handling of it.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:18 In the U.S., nearly 100 people have died from novel coronavirus among 5,200 confirmed cases. With the infection expected to spread more broadly and businesses and organizations shutting down, what is the latest federal government response? Lisa Desjardins, Yamiche Alcindor and Nick Schifrin join Judy Woodruff to discuss efforts by Congress, the White House and the Departments of Defense and State.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:11 Voters cast primary ballots Tuesday in the midst of a global pandemic. Despite concerns over crowded polling stations, Arizona, Florida and Illinois pressed on with their elections, while Ohio delayed its own. Stephanie Sy reports from Phoenix and Judy Woodruff gets updates from WTTW’s Paris Schutz outside Chicago, Karen Kasler of Ohio Public Radio and TV and David Smiley of the Miami Herald.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:27 On Tuesday, three states forged ahead with holding their Democratic primaries despite the extraordinary circumstances the novel coronavirus pandemic has introduced. Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest reports from Arizona, Florida and Illinois and the delegate stakes in each state for former Vice President Joe Biden and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:06 A new HBO series based on Philip Roth's novel “The Plot Against America" reimagines another period of national trauma, but with a fictive twist. In his world, Roth has national hero and aviator Charles Lindbergh winning the 1940 presidential election amidst anti-Semitic activity. Jeffrey Brown spoke with Roth when the book was published in 2004, and we share an excerpt.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012788 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/18/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:16 In our news wrap Wednesday, Alabama postponed a Republican primary run-off for a U.S. Senate seat because of the coronavirus pandemic. The race pits former U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions against former Auburn University football coach Tommy Tuberville. Also, a diplomatic feud between China and the U.S. escalated, with President Trump criticizing China’s expulsion of U.S. journalists.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:20 In our news wrap Thursday, Rep. Tulsi Gabbard of Hawaii suspended her longshot bid for the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination. In a message to her supporters, Gabbard said that despite her political differences with former Vice President Joe Biden, he is the best choice to unite the country. Also, both Iran and Lebanon released American prisoners for medical reasons.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:54 President Trump held a contentious news conference Friday in which he downplayed issues with testing for COVID-19 and promised further executive action to fight the pandemic. Meanwhile, the Senate is rushing to draft a third coronavirus relief bill -- but questions are being raised about personal financial decisions by some senators. Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy Woodruff.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:12 Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including a surreal week in which much of American daily life shut down, bright spots of people helping each other in a time of need, President Trump’s handling of the crisis, the ongoing issue of political polarization and how government should respond.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:46 In our news wrap Tuesday, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and rival Abdullah Abdullah traded blame for a possible $1 billion reduction of U.S. aid. Sec. of State Mike Pompeo made the threat after meeting with them in Kabul. Also, The New York Times, The Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal urged China not to expel journalists, saying the move would “deprive the world of critical information.”
National Politics/Government MLNH  012793 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/25/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:05 In our news wrap Wednesday, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo warned that a political feud in Afghanistan is jeopardizing peace efforts. He met with President Ashraf Ghani and rival Abdullah Abdullah earlier this week but failed to break their impasse over forming a government. Also, in Kabul, at least 25 people died when Islamic State gunmen raided a Sikh temple in a siege that lasted for hours.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012795 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/27/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:53 In our news wrap Friday, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro lashed out at the Trump administration after he was indicted on U.S. drug-trafficking charges. In a televised address, Maduro called Trump a “racist cowboy” who was making “false accusations.” Also, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani has announced a team to negotiate with the Taliban, in a possible step toward peace talks.
National Politics/Government MLNH  012796 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/30/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:12 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including how President Trump’s approval ratings have changed amid the coronavirus pandemic, the tendency of American voters to rally around leaders during a crisis and what these unprecedented circumstances mean for the 2020 presidential election.
National Politics/Government MORL  000101 More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas Ginsburg; AA Constitution in Writing 60 minutes 03/25/20 07:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 Examine the struggles and compromises in the creation of the document that protects our liberties. Constitutional experts, "Framers" and everyday Americans weigh in on the rule of law, the branches of government and the debate over originalism.
National Politics/Government MORL  000102 More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas Ginsburg; AA Constitution for All 60 minutes 03/25/20 04:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 Delve into the Bill of Rights, which protects free speech, religious freedom and the rights of persons accused of a crime, and discover the Supreme Court decisions that set back racial justice for nearly a century after the Civil War.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001270 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/01/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:58 This week's Super Tuesday will include results from 14 states and one U.S. territory. In all, 1,357 delegates are at stake. But Democrats do not have winner-take-all rules, so presidential candidates can gain a fair number of delegates without actually “winning” a primary at all. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield explains.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001274 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/15/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:00 Tonight the 11th Democratic presidential debate will feature only two candidates, and this time there will be no audience as Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders face off. But as the coronavirus shuts down much of traditional politics, virtual events are replacing public campaign rallies. NewsHour political reporter Daniel Bush joins Hari Sreenivasan for more on how the political landscape is changing.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001274 PBS NewsHour Weekend NULL 30 minutes 03/15/20 05:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:17 Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election has been well documented, and evidence shows Russia is again trying to undermine the 2020 election. But what is the federal government doing to stop it? Richard Hasen, founder of the Election Law Blog and author of “Election Meltdown: Dirty Tricks, Distrust, and the Threat to American Democracy," joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss.
National Politics/Government ROSV  000101 Roosevelts: An Intimate History; The Get Action 120 minutes 03/26/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 02:00:00 A frail, asthmatic young Theodore Roosevelt transforms himself into a vigorous champion of the strenuous life, loses one great love and finds another, leads men into battle and then rises like a rocket to become the youngest president in American history at 42. Meanwhile, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, brought up as the pampered only child of adoring parents, follows his older cousin’s career with worshipful fascination and begins to think he might one day follow in his footsteps.
National Politics/Government WWIR  005935 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/01/20 05:00:00 AM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:46:11 Tonight on a special, one-hour edition of “Washington Week,” the panelists discussed the South Carolina primary, the fourteen states voting on Super Tuesday and the federal government’s response to the novel coronavirus outbreak.
National Politics/Government WWIR  005937 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/06/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:24:48 Former Vice President Joe Biden is surging in what is now essentially a two-candidate race with Sen. Bernie Sanders. The panelists discussed the Democratic primary and how the Trump administration is handling COVID-19.
National Politics/Government WWIR  005938 Washington Week NULL 30 minutes 03/13/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:22:13 President Trump is under pressure to respond to COVID-19 and Congress took a step towards passing an emergency bill.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  012783 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/11/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:15 The U.S. is replacing aging nuclear bombers and intercontinental ballistic missiles, and recently fielded a new nuclear warhead like this one that could be launched by submarine. The U.S. says it wants to explore a broader agreement, to include China, but critics fear that strategy, that it might risk the treaty altogether.
Nuclear Issues/WMD NOVA  003810 NOVA Japan's Killer Quake 60 minutes 03/18/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 In its worst crisis since World War II, Japan faces disaster on an epic scale: a rising death toll in the tens of thousands, massive destruction of homes and businesses, shortages of water and power, and the specter of nuclear meltdown at three reactors. The facts and figures are astonishing. The March 11th earthquake was the world's fourth largest earthquake since record keeping began in 1900 and the worst ever to shake Japan. The seismic shock wave released over 4,000 times the energy of the largest nuclear test ever conducted; it shifted the earth's axis by six inches and shortened the day by a few millionths of a second. The tsunami slammed Japan's coast with 30 feet-high waves that traveled six miles inland, obliterating entire towns in a matter of minutes. JAPAN'S KILLER QUAKE combines authoritative on-the-spot reporting, personal stories of tragedy and survival, compelling eyewitness videos, explanatory graphics and exclusive helicopter footage for a unique look at the science behind the catastrophe.
Poverty/Hunger RULE  000000 Rule; The NULL 90 minutes 03/03/20 04:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 This documentary tells a rare story of success. In Newark, New Jersey, where the average high school graduation rate is abysmal, St. Benedict’s Prep is the exception — with a near 100 percent college acceptance rate. Filmmakers Marylou and Jerome Bongiorno profile the school and the Benedictine monks of Newark Abbey to see how they achieve success among a vulnerable population of inner-city African-American and Latino teenage boys.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:24 In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. military confirmed three American service members died in a rocket attack north of Baghdad. The Iraqi government has launched an investigation into the Wednesday strike, which U.S. officials said bore the markings of Iranian-backed proxy forces. Also, the torch lighting for Tokyo's 2020 Olympic Games went ahead as scheduled despite the COVID-19 pandemic.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  012792 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/24/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:30 Olympic history was made Tuesday when Japan and the International Olympic Committee decided to postpone this summer’s games to 2021. John Yang reports and speaks with USA Today’s Christine Brennan, who has covered every Olympic Games since 1984.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports TTCY  002847 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe NULL 30 minutes 03/13/20 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:47 Host Bonnie Erbé #WomanThoughtLeader Briana Scurry discuss the inequalities between the men's and women's soccer teams. She goes beyond just pay disparities spanning to treatment, levels of advertising, and ticket sales. They also talk about the racial divide and her advocacy for increasing safety amongst younger players.
Religion/Ethics ESAW  000101 Earth's Sacred Wonders House of the Divine 60 minutes 03/25/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Across every continent on Earth, religious belief has driven people to extraordinary acts of creativity. It still does. The scale, intricacy, ingenuity and total dedication they embody makes them amongst the most breathtaking places on the planet. Some are awe-inspiring buildings, some are inspired by their natural surroundings and some are the focus for spectacular ceremonies. This series examines the most phenomenal sacred wonders on the planet, each told through engaging characters facing compelling challenges.
Religion/Ethics FIYO  000403 Finding Your Roots Puritans and Pioneers 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and William H. Macy trace their nonconformist ancestors through American conflicts � the Civil War and the American Revolution, all the way back to the Puritan establishment.
Religion/Ethics INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
Religion/Ethics MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:28 When Cecil Williams was born 90 years ago, his mother instinctively knew he would become a preacher. As an adult, Cecil began working at a church in San Francisco's Tenderloin but was disappointed to see it turn people away, rather than welcome them. He set out to create a different kind of community. Williams shares his Brief But Spectacular take on humanity and how everybody is somebody.
Religion/Ethics NFEN  000101 Niall Ferguson's Networld Disruption 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Focusing on the great network revolution of our time and the Protestant Reformation, Niall Ferguson untangles important issues surrounding why social media networks polarize us, why some ideas go viral and why truth itself is at a disadvantage.
Science/Technology AMEX  002102 Polio Crusade: American Experience; TheNULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 AMERICAN EXPERIENCE presents "The Polio Crusade," a one-hour documentary from filmmaker Sarah Colt ("Geronimo," "RFK") that interweaves the personal accounts of polio survivors with the story of an ardent crusader who tirelessly fought on their behalf while scientists raced to eradicate this dreaded disease. Based in part on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book, "Polio: An American Story" by David Oshinsky, "The Polio Crusade" features interviews with historians, scientists, polio survivors, and the only surviving scientist from the core research team that developed the Salk vaccine, Julius Youngner.
Science/Technology FIYO  000402 Finding Your Roots Unfamiliar Kin 60 minutes 03/17/20 07:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Fred Armisen and Christopher Walken and musician Carly Simon each learn about a grandparent whose real identity and background had been a mystery to them ? redefining how they see themselves.
Science/Technology FIYO  000405 Finding Your Roots Immigrant Nation 60 minutes 03/24/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Scarlett Johansson, Paul Rudd and John Turturro, all with immigrant parents, gain greater understanding of the unique challenges their ancestors faced by way of prejudice and poverty at home and abroad.
Science/Technology FODL  000101 Food - Delicious Science Food on the Brain 60 minutes 03/04/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to discover how the chemistry in our food affects our brains and creates our deepest cravings. This is delicious science.
Science/Technology FODL  000102 Food - Delicious Science A Matter of Taste 60 minutes 03/11/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Travel the world with Michael Mosley and James Wong to learn about the science that makes our food taste delicious and the powerful effect it has on our tongue and nose.
Science/Technology FODL  000103 Food - Delicious Science We Are What We Eat 60 minutes 03/18/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to reveal how the hidden chemistry in every mouthful of food keeps our bodies fit and healthy. This is science at its most delicious.
Science/Technology FRON  003814 Frontline Plastic Wars 60 minutes 03/31/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Did the plastic industry use recycling to sell more plastic? With the industry expanding like never before and the crisis of ocean pollution growing, FRONTLINE and NPR investigate the fight over the future of plastics.



Science/Technology INLE  001815 Independent Lens National Bird 90 minutes 03/09/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:30:00 National Bird is the first in-depth investigation of the U.S. drone war with unique access to two courageous women, a drone-target analyst and a retired intelligence officer, who connect with a former NSA analyst to become whistleblowers on the drone program, risking backlash.
Science/Technology MLNH  012797 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/31/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:03 For nearly a year, astronaut Christina Koch was away from the planet, working on the International Space Station and orbiting Earth more than 5,200 times. Her mission was the longest continuous spaceflight by a woman and the second longest for any U.S. astronaut ever. Koch joins Amna Nawaz to discuss how her body reacted to 11 months without gravity and what it means to see more women in space.
Science/Technology NAAT  003607 Nature Attenborough and the Sea Dragon 60 minutes 03/04/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Sir David Attenborough as he pieces together the remarkable discovery of the Ichthyosaur, a fearsome fish lizard that lived during the age of dinosaurs.
Science/Technology NFEN  000102 Niall Ferguson's Networld Winner Takes All 60 minutes 03/17/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Looking at lessons from the past, Niall Ferguson tells the story of how a decentralized worldwide web shifted to become a highly profitable network controlled by a tiny elite selling our attention for billions to the world's advertisers.
Science/Technology NFEN  000103 Niall Ferguson's Networld Networld War 60 minutes 03/17/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Focusing on the geopolitics of our interconnected world, with lessons from terrorism and surveillance, Niall Ferguson shows how our democracies are under threat from forces that exploit and weaponize the social networks that we invented.
Science/Technology NOVA  003810 NOVA Japan's Killer Quake 60 minutes 03/18/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 In its worst crisis since World War II, Japan faces disaster on an epic scale: a rising death toll in the tens of thousands, massive destruction of homes and businesses, shortages of water and power, and the specter of nuclear meltdown at three reactors. The facts and figures are astonishing. The March 11th earthquake was the world's fourth largest earthquake since record keeping began in 1900 and the worst ever to shake Japan. The seismic shock wave released over 4,000 times the energy of the largest nuclear test ever conducted; it shifted the earth's axis by six inches and shortened the day by a few millionths of a second. The tsunami slammed Japan's coast with 30 feet-high waves that traveled six miles inland, obliterating entire towns in a matter of minutes. JAPAN'S KILLER QUAKE combines authoritative on-the-spot reporting, personal stories of tragedy and survival, compelling eyewitness videos, explanatory graphics and exclusive helicopter footage for a unique look at the science behind the catastrophe.
Science/Technology NOVA  004409 NOVA Chinese Chariot Revealed 60 minutes 03/11/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 For over a thousand years, chariots thundered across China's battlefields --  dominating warfare far longer than anywhere else on earth. Now a series of amazing archaeological discoveries, including whole chariots buried with their horses, enable a team of experts to discover the genius of China's first super-weapon - investigating design secrets which made them such a long lived war-machine, exploring hands- on how were they used, what set them apart from the rest of the world and how they helped unify China.
Science/Technology NOVA  004509 NOVA Transplanting Hope 60 minutes 03/25/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow the patients who desperately need transplants to save their lives, see the profound decisions families face in donating the organs of loved ones who die, and learn about the critical shortage of organs and new research into "organs by design."
Science/Technology NOVA  004704 NOVA Mysteries of Sleep 60 minutes 03/01/20 01:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Like virtually every other animal, humans need sleep to survive. But why? Scientists peer into the brain to see what happens while we snooze and understand the powerful role that sleep - or lack of it - plays in memory, trauma and emotion regulation.
Science/Technology RWRJ  000000 SciGirls Stories: Real Women, Real Jobs NULL 30 minutes 03/02/20 10:30:00 AM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 Inspiring real-life stories for all ages featuring successful women in STEM careers (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math). These are the innovators, problem-solvers and dreamers who are passionate about their work, hobbies, families and helping to make the world a better place. They motivate girls to pursue all kinds of interests and career paths.
Science/Technology SEDE  001401 Secrets of the Dead Ben Franklin's Bones 60 minutes 03/31/20 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 When skeletal remains of at least 10 people, including several infants, turned up in the basement of Benjamin Franklin’s British residence, people wondered if the Founding Father might have had a much darker side, as the bones had been meticulously cut and drilled. Franklin was aware of the bodies in his basement, but they weren’t the victims of violent acts. Rather, they were used for the purposes of an illegal anatomy school that helped shaped modern medicine.
Science/Technology SPIL  000000 Spillover - Zika, Ebola & Beyond NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Investigate the rise of spillover viruses like Zika, Ebola and Nipah, that can make the leap from animals to humans. Find out how human behaviors spread diseases and what science can do to anticipate and prevent epidemics around the world.
Transportation NOVA  004409 NOVA Chinese Chariot Revealed 60 minutes 03/11/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 For over a thousand years, chariots thundered across China's battlefields --  dominating warfare far longer than anywhere else on earth. Now a series of amazing archaeological discoveries, including whole chariots buried with their horses, enable a team of experts to discover the genius of China's first super-weapon - investigating design secrets which made them such a long lived war-machine, exploring hands- on how were they used, what set them apart from the rest of the world and how they helped unify China.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  002179 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Greek State Minister Giorgos Gerapetritis discusses the role of Greek forces at the border between Syria and Turkey. Vali Nasr and Susan Glasser explain what the world can expect following negotiations between the U.S. and the Taliban. New York state senator Peter Harckham opens up about his battle with addiction and how it influences his work combating the opioid crisis.
War/Veterans/National Security EREI  000000 Enemy of the Reich: The Noor Inayat Khan StoryNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 09:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In August of 1943, the last surviving clandestine radio operator in Paris desperately signaled London for additional weapons and explosives for the French underground. She knew her time was limited. Within a month, she too would be taken. This is the story of a woman’s extraordinary courage, tested in the crucible of Nazi-occupied Paris. With an American mother and Indian Sufi father, Noor Inayat Khan was an unusual British agent; her life spent growing up in a Sufi spiritual center in Paris seemed an unlikely preparation for the dangerous work to come. Yet it was in this place of universal peace and contemplation that her remarkable courage was forged.
War/Veterans/National Security INLE  001815 Independent Lens National Bird 90 minutes 03/09/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:30:00 National Bird is the first in-depth investigation of the U.S. drone war with unique access to two courageous women, a drone-target analyst and a retired intelligence officer, who connect with a former NSA analyst to become whistleblowers on the drone program, risking backlash.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:02 As federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies issued a new warning Monday about attempts by foreign actors to influence American elections, many North Carolinians are already concerned about the security and integrity of their ballots. The state dealt with a high-profile voter fraud scandal in 2018, and officials have implemented new measures since then. Yamiche Alcindor reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012776 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/02/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:51 The U.S. and the Taliban have signed an agreement aimed at withdrawing U.S. forces from Afghanistan. In exchange, the Taliban committed to not allow terrorists to use the country as a base from which to plan operations. But the deal has already run into a serious snag over the release of Taliban prisoners. Nick Schifrin reports and talks to Afghanistan’s national security adviser, Hamdullah Mohib.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:14 In our news wrap Tuesday, President Trump spoke by phone with a top Taliban leader, following the recent signing of an agreement for U.S. troop withdrawal from Afghanistan. Trump called it "a very good talk.” Also, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu defeated Benny Gantz in the country’s third election within a year, but it was unclear whether Netanyahu had achieved a parliamentary majority.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012777 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/03/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:01:46 At least 25 people were killed when tornadoes tore through central Tennessee early Tuesday. The storms blasted downtown Nashville and damaged or destroyed at least 140 buildings, including some Super Tuesday polling stations. Four counties reported storm-related deaths, hospitals treated dozens of injuries and rescue crews searched for missing people amid the rubble. Stephanie Sy reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:26 In our news wrap Thursday, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer insisted he had not threatened two Supreme Court justices on Wednesday, but he did voice regret. Schumer said he “shouldn’t have used the words” he had chosen when talking about the Court and abortion rights. Also, Sec. of State Mike Pompeo pressed the Taliban to call off attacks on Afghan forces so a peace process could move forward.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012779 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/05/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:08 Fighting between Turkey and Syria in Idlib has driven hundreds of thousands of refugees toward Syria’s border with Turkey. What obligation does NATO have to help member nation Turkey handle the ensuing humanitarian crisis? Nick Schifrin talks to Ben Wallace, the United Kingdom’s secretary of defense, about that, Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei and the U.S.-Taliban deal in Afghanistan.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:24 In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. military confirmed three American service members died in a rocket attack north of Baghdad. The Iraqi government has launched an investigation into the Wednesday strike, which U.S. officials said bore the markings of Iranian-backed proxy forces. Also, the torch lighting for Tokyo's 2020 Olympic Games went ahead as scheduled despite the COVID-19 pandemic.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012785 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/13/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:01:50 In our news wrap Friday, Delta Air Lines is reducing flights by 40 percent since the pandemic has triggered a decline in travel demand. The company is halting all flights to continental Europe for the next 30 days. Also, Iraq denounced U.S. strikes on an Iranian-backed militia group blamed for a Wednesday rocket attack that killed three U.S. service members. The U.S. retaliation killed six people.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012787 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/17/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:21 In our news wrap Tuesday, rockets struck near the U.S. embassy in Baghdad, the latest in a series of assaults, including one on a coalition military base only hours earlier. There were no reports of injuries. Also, Russian company Concord Management says it will sue the U.S. for $50 billion in damages, claiming it was falsely accused of funding interference in the 2016 presidential election.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012789 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/19/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:11:38 The U.S. military is gearing up to fight the novel coronavirus, which is spreading rapidly across the U.S. Plans include deployment of hospital ships as overflow for hospitals, allocation of critical medical supplies and research in military labs on development of treatment and a vaccine. Judy Woodruff speaks with Defense Secretary Mark Esper about these efforts and keeping service members safe.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012790 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/20/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:39 In our news wrap Friday, at least 17 police and soldiers were killed in an apparent insider attack in Afghanistan. Officials said security forces joined Taliban fighters assaulting a base in one of the deadliest attacks since February's U.S.-Taliban agreement. Also, former presidential candidate Michael Bloomberg is transferring $18 million from his campaign to the Democratic National Committee.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012791 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/23/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:02:01 In our news wrap Monday, there is word that this summer’s Olympic Games in Tokyo will be postponed due to the global coronavirus pandemic. Dick Pound, an American member of the International Olympic Committee, said they will likely take place next year. Also, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo made a surprise visit to Afghanistan to try to end a stalemate blocking peace talks with the Taliban.
War/Veterans/National Security NOVA  004409 NOVA Chinese Chariot Revealed 60 minutes 03/11/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 For over a thousand years, chariots thundered across China's battlefields --  dominating warfare far longer than anywhere else on earth. Now a series of amazing archaeological discoveries, including whole chariots buried with their horses, enable a team of experts to discover the genius of China's first super-weapon - investigating design secrets which made them such a long lived war-machine, exploring hands- on how were they used, what set them apart from the rest of the world and how they helped unify China.
Women APOC  002180 Amanpour and Company NULL 60 minutes 03/06/20 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Journalist Helen Lewis tells Christiane about her new book on difficult women who changed the world. German author Daniel Kehlmann describes the vision behind his new novel “Tyll.” Yale law professor Daniel Markovits sits down with Hari Sreenivasan to explain why meritocracy is a trap.
Women EREI  000000 Enemy of the Reich: The Noor Inayat Khan StoryNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 09:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In August of 1943, the last surviving clandestine radio operator in Paris desperately signaled London for additional weapons and explosives for the French underground. She knew her time was limited. Within a month, she too would be taken. This is the story of a woman’s extraordinary courage, tested in the crucible of Nazi-occupied Paris. With an American mother and Indian Sufi father, Noor Inayat Khan was an unusual British agent; her life spent growing up in a Sufi spiritual center in Paris seemed an unlikely preparation for the dangerous work to come. Yet it was in this place of universal peace and contemplation that her remarkable courage was forged.
Women FIYO  000403 Finding Your Roots Puritans and Pioneers 60 minutes 03/17/20 08:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Actors Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and William H. Macy trace their nonconformist ancestors through American conflicts � the Civil War and the American Revolution, all the way back to the Puritan establishment.
Women FODL  000101 Food - Delicious Science Food on the Brain 60 minutes 03/04/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to discover how the chemistry in our food affects our brains and creates our deepest cravings. This is delicious science.
Women FODL  000102 Food - Delicious Science A Matter of Taste 60 minutes 03/11/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Travel the world with Michael Mosley and James Wong to learn about the science that makes our food taste delicious and the powerful effect it has on our tongue and nose.
Women FODL  000103 Food - Delicious Science We Are What We Eat 60 minutes 03/18/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to reveal how the hidden chemistry in every mouthful of food keeps our bodies fit and healthy. This is science at its most delicious.
Women LAWO  000000 SciGirls Stories: Latinas at Work NULL 30 minutes 03/02/20 10:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 These Latinas are innovators, problem-solvers and science superstars who celebrate their heritage and culture. They're passionate about their work, hobbies, families and helping to make the world a better place. They share their strategies and pathways in jobs where Latinas are under-represented, and motivate girls to pursue all kinds of interests and career paths
Women MLNH  012784 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 03/12/20 06:00:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:04 At age 85, Lucile Day of Greenville, Florida, tends her own garden, located on land her grandparents cultivated before her. She still wields a chainsaw and gets “plenty of exercise” from her outdoor activities. Day believes strongly in a dedicated work ethic, appreciating what one has and prioritizing community. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on the joy of living.
Women NOVA  004415 NOVA Secrets of the Forbidden City 60 minutes 03/04/20 09:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Discover the ingenious engineering of Beijing's Forbidden City, the power center of imperial China for nearly 500 years. Discover how the design of this vast complex of palaces and temples enabled it to survive centuries of earthquake shocks.
Women PUSC  000000 Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in SchoolsNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 At alarming rates, girls of color experience discriminatory, punitive and unfair treatment in schools. Take a deep dive into the practices, cultural beliefs and policies that disrupt one of the most important factors in girls' lives: education.
Women RWRJ  000000 SciGirls Stories: Real Women, Real Jobs NULL 30 minutes 03/02/20 10:30:00 AM PBS-PLUS Other 1 00:00:00 Inspiring real-life stories for all ages featuring successful women in STEM careers (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math). These are the innovators, problem-solvers and dreamers who are passionate about their work, hobbies, families and helping to make the world a better place. They motivate girls to pursue all kinds of interests and career paths.
Women TTCY  002847 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe NULL 30 minutes 03/13/20 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:47 Host Bonnie Erbé #WomanThoughtLeader Briana Scurry discuss the inequalities between the men's and women's soccer teams. She goes beyond just pay disparities spanning to treatment, levels of advertising, and ticket sales. They also talk about the racial divide and her advocacy for increasing safety amongst younger players.
Youth AMDO  003216 POV The Rescue List 90 minutes 03/23/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In a rehabilitation shelter in Ghana, two children are recovering from enslavement to fishermen. But their story takes an unexpected turn when their rescuer embarks on another mission and asks the children for help.
Youth FODL  000101 Food - Delicious Science Food on the Brain 60 minutes 03/04/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:00:00 Michael Mosley and James Wong travel the world to discover how the chemistry in our food affects our brains and creates our deepest cravings. This is delicious science.
Youth FODL  000102 Food - Delicious Science A Matter of Taste 60 minutes 03/11/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Travel the world with Michael Mosley and James Wong to learn about the science that makes our food taste delicious and the powerful effect it has on our tongue and nose.
Youth FRON  003813 Frontline NRA Under Fire 60 minutes 03/24/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Once an unrivaled political power, the NRA is facing challenges from all sides. How the NRA aligned with President Trump and his base, but is under attack ahead of the 2020 election.
Youth INLE  001810 Independent Lens The Bad Kids 90 minutes 03/02/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:30:00 Located in an impoverished Mojave Desert community, Black Rock Continuation High School is an alternative school for students at risk of dropping out; Black Rock is their last chance. Extraordinary educators believe that empathy and life skills, more than academics, give these underserved students command of their own futures.
Youth INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and meaning of freedom.
Youth PUSC  000000 Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in SchoolsNULL 60 minutes 03/16/20 10:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 At alarming rates, girls of color experience discriminatory, punitive and unfair treatment in schools. Take a deep dive into the practices, cultural beliefs and policies that disrupt one of the most important factors in girls' lives: education.



Youth RULE  000000 Rule; The NULL 90 minutes 03/03/20 04:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 This documentary tells a rare story of success. In Newark, New Jersey, where the average high school graduation rate is abysmal, St. Benedict’s Prep is the exception — with a near 100 percent college acceptance rate. Filmmakers Marylou and Jerome Bongiorno profile the school and the Benedictine monks of Newark Abbey to see how they achieve success among a vulnerable population of inner-city African-American and Latino teenage boys.


